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"Writing one of these things is like trying to clamber up the back of a truck that's
already going 15 miles per hour. You don't know if you're heading down the road
or head-first into the dust. Wish me luck."
--Tom Wolfe, in a letter to Michael Lund
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Chapter I: Introduction

The novel as a form of literature had its beginnings during the eighteenth century,
with the single-volume mode of publication. As more methods of printing were
developed, as well as the circulating library, the novel became less expensive to read
and therefore increasingly popular and available to a more widespread audience.
During the nineteenth century, novels were published serially either as separate
numbers or within a periodical or magazine. J. Don Vann explains that both forms
of publication had been used long before the nineteenth century, but their histories
differ a great deal (1). In England, serial reprinting of novels in newspapers gained
considerable ground as an economic reaction to the Stamp Act of 1712. By
increasing the length of their newspapers and calling them "pamphlets," publishers
found a loophole to avoid paying the more expensive stamp tax on individual
newspaper pages; reprinted parts of novels were often used as "fillers." Even after
the Stamp Act of 1724 eliminated this loophole, the practice of printing novels in
installments increased, and publishers "used serialization as a means of maintaining
their readership" (Vann 1). Novels had been published in magazines throughout the
eighteenth century, and Frederick Marryat, the pioneer of this mode among
Victorian novelists, already had published six novels in magazines by the time
Victoria came to the throne. According to Vann, "the se1ialization of novels in
periodicals remained popular throughout the century" (1).
Kathleen TilJotson points out that the "would-be novel-readers" of the 1840s
could still have their new novels, even if they had no library subscriptions and took
in 110 magazines or newspapers, by purchasing them in monlhly parls ( 4).
Nineteenth-century readers were accustomed to seeing nov ·ls r ·r rin1cd in
installments, but it was Dickens' first novel, -,- ·

· :· ),

· · ·, in 18. 6 that

"established the popuhu·ity of part issue for the origi11al publication of a novd"
(Vann 2). Pickwick Papers became a phenomenal "overnight success," with sales

eventually reaching forty thousand a month. For almost the next forty years,
publishing in numbers was fashionable and greatly enlarged the reading public
(Vann 2). According to Michael Lund, Dickens had created almost by accident the
"first genuine mass market novel in history" and "inspired a trend that would
produce many of the major accomplishments in literature for nearly a century."
Tillotson explains the various reasons for this popular mode of publication:
The public liked it for its cheapness and perhaps also for its particular
qualities of suspense. The publishers liked it for various financial
reasons--high circulation, spreading and elasticity of costs, payments from
advertisers (each part carried extra leaves of general advertisements),
independence of lending libraries. The author liked it both for its large
financial rewards--which reached him while he was writing--for reducing
the risk of piracy, and for the warmth of contact with his readers (29-30).

In the end, however, "one cheap form of publication devoured the other," and the
magazine serial drove the part-issue off the market (Tillotson 30). Magazines such
as the Com hill offered installments of two novels as well as other literature for only
one shilling, instead of half-a-crown. The practice of publishing novels in
magazines remained widespread to the end of the nineteenth century and into the
twentieth, adorned by great names such as Meredith, Hardy, and Henry James
(Tillotson 30). However, from the 1890s to the 1920s, the practice of issuing
novels serially in either form began to decline because of changing attitudes ab ut
the forms of fiction and altered publishing conditions. The majority of
twentieth-century novels were again published in single vol11me form. 11s11nlly in
hardcover and then paperback, although other poi ular 11rt forms. su ·h us m1)vies .111tl
television, have continued the tradition of serialization. R · · ·nt ly, how ·v ·1·, s ·v ·r:1 I
talented and serious writers have begun to experiment with the s ·rial fonn of
publication, perhaps "revitalizing a tradition which gave the world many major
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works of literature in the past century" (Lund).
Tom Wolfe's The Bonfire of the Vanities, a new serial novel which has received
the most public attention, appeared for a little over a year in the bi-weekly Rolling
�- Published in twenty-seven installments from July 19/August 2, 1984 to
August 29, 1985, Wolfe's novel was actually completed only a few months before
the final installment. In Rolling Stone's introduction to the first installment of The
Bonfire of the Vanities, Wolfe's new experiment in serialization is proudly
compared to the nineteenth-century tradition:
The growing reputation of the young Charles Dickens led London
periodicals to commission and publish many of his works--'Oliver Twist'
(1837-38), 'Nicholas Nickleby' (1838-39)--in serial form, chapter by
chapter. In this same tradition, ROLLING STONE will publish 'The
Bonfire of the Vanities,' by Tom Wolfe. A new chapter will appear in
every issue of RS over the next year (426/427: 5).1

The August 6, 1984, issue of Time makes a similar comparison: "Rolling Stone
magazine has signed him [Wolfe], for a $250,000-plus paycheck, to write Vanities
in 27 cliffhanging installments, in the venerable tradition of Dickens, Zola and
Dostoevsky" ("People"). In the process of writing The Bonfire of the Vanities,
Wolfe himself has admitted to experiencing both the problems and advantages of
installment publication.
In his April 17, 1985, address at Longwood College, the first problem rnemioncd
by Wolfe was meeting the two-week deadlines for Roj)jnr; St'onc. While he wns
writing the first eight chapters, Wolfe recalled Red Smith's des ription or what it's
like to write and force oneself to "be creative" under pr·ssur·--if involv 'S "op , 11j 111,

:i

vein!"2 Jn the� article, the same problem is mention·d: "Th· r ·al ·liCl1 1 u 11, ·r is
how long Wolfe can keep tapping the muse wif'hout missing an issue. 'Two-week
deadlines are very rough,' admits the author, who has holed up, luxuriously
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enough, in Southampton, L.I., for his summer labors" ("People"). The letters of
both Dickens and Thackeray are full of references to the agonies of working against
time. Dickens wrote that during his "writing fortnight" he would accept no
engagements: "I am always a prisoner, more or less, at this time of the month" (qtd.
in Tillotson 37). Thackeray seemed to experience even more panic: "Toward s the
end of the month I get so nervous that I don't speak to anybody scarcely. I always
have a life-&-death struggle to get out my number of Vanity Fair" (qtd. in Tillotson
38). However, deadlines do have their advantages, sometimes forcing the writer to
overcome "writer's block." Wolfe mentions the advantage of this "time pressure" in
a Richmond Times-Dispatch article:
"I didn't want my career to come to an end, then look back and wonder
what it would have been like if I'd written a novel. . . . I had decided to
write a novel and thought it would be a piece of cake since you make up
everything. Then I spent six months sitting at a desk doing nothing. That's
when I decided to put my head in a vise and squeeze it out" (qtd. in Menit).

A second problem mentioned by Wolfe in his address is that sometimes history
can preempt the author's imagination. For example, Wolfe stated that the editor of
Punch magazine once bemoaned that it was no longer possible to be "funny" in
contemporary America, since one cannot imagine anything that can't actually
happen; Punch had satirically predicted Castro's visiting Disney World, and
ironically, he later actually went there. In his first installment, Wolfe introduces
Assistant District Attorney Larry Kramer, who disguises himself as a "I -I rain
lunatic" on his way to work to avoid being auackcd by s1r·ct to11f hs. Wolf'· hn<I
planned to explain Kramer's fear in a later clrnpl'er as 1hc r ·su 11 of ;1 pr·vlous
mugging--the street bullies would ask Kramer for a quart ·r; wli ·n h · :wicl h • didn't
have it, they would ask him "if he had $5.00." However, before this point in tile
novel was published, the story of the "subway vigilante," Bernard Goetz, hit the
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news, and Wolfe knew that it would now appear that he had relied on current events
in an unimaginative attempt to embelish his tale. Wolfe had also planned to have a
Kunstler-type lawyer come forward to represent an injured black youth; however,
after Kunstler himself came forward to represent the victims of the poisonous gas
leak in India, Wolfe knew that once again, he would be accused of "copying the
news." Facing a similar problem, Dickens was once accused in the Edinbur�h
Review of borrowing the idea of the collapse of Mrs. Clennam's house in Little
Dorrit from a recent incident of a house falling in the Tottenham Court Road.
However, Dickens pointed out that this particular part of his novel had been written
and set in type before the London tragedy occurred, as well as foreshadowed in
earlier installments (Vann 5).
One of the most obvious limitations faced by nineteenth-century serial writers
was that of "outside influences" on their works by their audiences, their editors, and
the hard facts of sales figures. According to Vann, "the tastes of Victorian magazine
and newspaper readers sometimes caused difficulties for the editors and owners,"
with both subtle and drastic changes demanded by the editors as a result of their
concern over negative reader reaction (6). On the other hand, audiences often
reacted to specific events or characters with such enthusiasm and excitement that
they created pressure on the author to respond and change events in his or her fiction
(Lund). Tillotson mentions the influence of fluctuating sales figures on authors such
as Dickens: "It was not the mere desire for money, nor even the mere desire to
please, though he felt both strongly; rather the sense of a sympathetic, applaud in
public seems to have been profoundly necessary to him" (35). Although Wol� did
not mention these particular issues, and the modern uudi nc wonk! not n • '. irnnrily
require such censorship or changes in t'he dirccti n of th· plot, h · did fa''
"editorial problem." Like the Victorian serialists, Wolfe oft'

·11

111H)lh

hud to ·ut his nuv ·1 to

fit the space alloted in Rollin� Stone. However, the publishers and readers of
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Rolling Stone were obviously satisfied with his work, since they offered Wolfe an
opportunity to extend his installments for an additional six months. A "letter to the
editor" gives one reader's viewpoint following the first installment:
The worst thing about Tom Wolfe's The Bonfire of the Vanities was that
there were only a couple of chapters (RS 426/427). I'll be waiting for the
next installment. It's definitely the Great Stuff. --Doug Robinson, Denver,
Colorado (430: 7).
Finally, one might speculate that the sales of Rolling Stone increased during the
publication of Wolfe's novel, since the magazine switched to a glossy cover about
halfway through, on January 31, 1985.
A final problem mentioned by Wolfe concerns a certain lack of control on the
author's part--once an installment of the novel has been published, it cannot be
revised to fit later changes. Authors like George Meredith and especially Henry
James "felt that the writer should complete a novel before offering it to a publisher,
if its aesthetic integrity were to be protected" (Lund). Anthony Trollope was
particularly critical of authors who published their novels before they finished them,
comparing the situation to that of a farmer driving his pigs to market--they often
would not go where the farmer intended (Vann 4). In a letter written to Michael
Lund during the beginning stages of The Bonfire of the Vanities, Wolfe made a
similar comparison: "Writing one of these things is like trying to clamber up the
back of a truck that's already going 15 miles per hour. You don't know if you're
headfog down the road or head-first into the dust. Wish me luck" (qtd. in "Tom
Wolfe"). In spite of his reservations, though, Wolfe's nov l xhibits r m11rknhlt '
unity; he stated in April of I 985 that he had stuck to his orig I nu I pln11, dwnging only
a few minor details, such as the location of the courtroom s· ·11 'S. Sin1ik1rly,
Dickens also wrote from month to montl1 but declared that he was not improvising,
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except in detail; the whole pre-existed in his mind: ". . . the whole twenty
numbers, when collected, should form one tolerably harmonious whole, each
leading to the other by a gentle and not unnatural process of adventure" (qtd.in
Tillotson 42). Piecemeal publication even caused problems for reviewers, since they
risked premature judgment if they reviewed the novel during its publication, yet if
they waited for its completion, their criticism might be sup erfluous (Tillotson 39).
The writer of the Time article obviously faced this problem in August of 1984, with
only the first installment of Wolfe's novel at his disposal:
There is not an editor in the solar system who would doubt that Tom
Wolfe, 53, has very good stuff when it comes to writing slam-bang
journalism. But Wolfe's newest project, a novel titled The Bonfire of the
Vanities, is another story.Or is it? ...To be continued?

Because of these problems, or sometimes advantages disguised as problems,
nineteenth-century serial novels exhibited unique qualities.The first number of a
serial novel was extremely important, since it was designed to "hook the readers
with exciting actions" (Vann 11) and to "arouse interest and display his [the
author's] main characters" (Tillotson 40). This is certainly true of the first
installment of The Bonfire of the Vanities, which introduces a New York City mayor
faced with civil and racial strife in the form of a howling mob, a famous and wealthy
Manhattan writer who is caught cheating on his wife, and an insecure Assistant D.A.
who is afraid of subway muggers.
Secondly, each installment must stand as a unit and be exciting in ord 'I' In
maintain reader interest. Often this is accomplished through th us nr

'C •

'1Hric.

flamboyant characters, as well as the inclusion or cont ·n1pornry sn :inl issu ·s.
Wolfe's novel is foll of both of these elements, and cuch insl'Ullm ·nt is ·11t ·1·1ui11i11 ,,
with stinging satire and lively humor. In fact, the Ma�azine Index lists the first few
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installments of The Bonfire of the Vanities as "short stories," only later recognizing
that this is a serial novel, and that these "short stories" are actually parts of a whole.
A third element of a successful serial novel is found in the suspenseful endings of
its parts. "Cliffhangers" were often used in the nineteenth century to keep the reader
coming back for more, and this suspense was intensified by being prolonged--to see
what happened next, the reader had to wait a month. Novelists also concluded
installments with a "burning question," or a tidbit of information, withholding
complete knowledge to tantalize the reader (Vann 13). All novel-readers are familim·
with the temptation to tum to the end, and even Thackeray confessed to sneaking a
look at the final pages and putting the book away if he was not satisfied with how it
would end (Tillotson 25).However, this was not possible with the serial novel, and
authors definitely took advantage of reader curiosity. Tom Wolfe often employs
such endings in his installments of The Bonfire of the Vanities, as will be discussed
more thoroughly in the following chapters. Indeed, Wolfe follows the famous
formula for serial novels espoused by Wilkie Collins, one of the most successful
commercial novelists of the nineteenth century: "Make 'em cry, make 'em laugh,
make 'em wait" (qtd. in Vann 14).
Perhaps the most intriguing advantage of a serial novel, however, is the unique
relationship that it establishes between author and reader. From letters and friends,
Dickens knew how his audience responded to his fiction and was inspired by an
appreciative readership to keep writing from month to month (Lund). In
Thackeray's words, serial publication encouraged "a communion between the writ 'r
and the public ...something continual, confidential, somcthinp lik' p rsonal
affection" (qtd.in Tillotson 33). Tillotson st'ates that the s ·rinl writ •r's r ·l111i1)n ii)
his public can be compared to the stimulating conta ·t which un a ·tor or I ubli ·
speaker receives from an audience. She goes on to describ · this author-r ·ud ·r
collaboration as follows:
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It is obviously a condition of this reciprocity that the novel should be
written, as well as read, in installments, month by month; while his public
is reading, the novelist is writing; each number comes to the reader fresh
from the author's mind, glistening with baptismal ink (36-37).

Throughout the serial publication of The Bon fire of the Vanities, Tom Wolfe not
only recaptures the features of nineteenth century installment novels, but he also
takes advantage of this close author-reader relationship. Wolfe capitalizes on five
specific qualities of his readers--the ability to make connections, memory, foresight,
patience, and the ability to reflect on symbols and themes. Therefore, demands are
placed on the readers of The Bonfire of the Vanities to develop and use thought
processes involving the past, present, and future. Finally, these five "reader
qualities" are reflected in the characters, themes and symbols used by Wolfe in The
Bonfire of the Vaniti es. The following chapters will explore all of these five
qualities, identifying specific passages of Wolfe's novel which relate to each area
and discussing possible reader response to the novel as it progressed over a year's
time.
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Chapter II: Connections

Connections are extremely important to both readers and writers of novels. The
readers must make many connections, both consciously and subconsciously, in
order to understand fully the meaning and impact of the story. The author
continuously must provide connections throughout the process of writing in order to
give his or her work a sense of unity and structure. The readers and the writer of a
serial novel in particular must be extremely aware of connections and must use all of
the skills identified in this paper--memory, foresight, patience, and reflection--to be
able to make these connections and to provide structure for a novel which has so
many interruptions between installments. On the other hand, serial readers do have
the advantage of a longer reading time in which to reflect on the various characters
and themes.
The Bonfire of the Vanitie s is full of connections, both obvious and subtle,
which emphasize the themes of the novel and the relationships between the
characters. Wolfe mentioned in his speech at the John Dos Passos Prize
presentation that this is a novel about "simultaneous dramas, inevitable coincidences,
and chance collisions of urban life." He also stated that it concerns New york's
"high life" (with which he was familiar) and its "low life" (which was to him, before
writing this novel, like the Arctic Circle). Wolfe went on to compare The Bonfire of

the Vanities to Dos Passos' Manhattan Transfer or 1.IB.A. Obviously, the

connections made by the readers of such a novel are an indispensable part of
appreciating and understanding it:. Wolfe uses numcr us methods to mak th s,
connections and provide structure for his n vcl, which the r 11d r nn "pick up on,"
even over an extended period of time. Two of t·he most: pr vul ·11t 01 ·tho Is u , th
"character connections" and the "high life-low life" connections.
The striking similarities of certain cli.:u·acters, as well as tl1eir subtle differences,
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provide "character connections" for Wolfe's novel.These connections tend to
emphasize the novel's major themes and to connect especially Sherman McCoy, the
main character, with other more minor characters.These characters either remind
the reader of McCoy or serve as his foil. Character connections are found
throughout The Bonfire of the Vanities, but many of them seem most obvious
towards the beginning and end of the novel, where Wolfe is introducing cluu-acters
and then resolving what ultimately happens to them.The first installment consists of
three chapters, and as early as Chapter II, the readers can make connections between
the Mayor, who is introduced in Chapter I, and Assistant District Attorney Larry
Kramer, introduced in Chapter II.Both have similar problems: they are
disillusioned idealists and are tormented by the minority groups which perceive them
as enemies.While the Mayor is being heckled and booed by a crowd of blacks in
Harlem during a campaign speech, he thinks to himself, "Do you know why I went
into politics? For social justice! For the minorities, the Jews and blacks!"
(426/427: 22).Kramer, who previously has been mugged in the Bronx and
continues to be terrified on his way to work, also reflects on his former idealism:
"He was going to spend a few years in the very pit of the criminal justice system,
learning the miseries of the poor and the damned firsthand, and then launch a
political career--as a Reform Democrat, needless to say" (426/427: 26).However,
both the Mayor and Kramer also crave power.The Mayor reassures himself with
these thoughts: "They don't know what it is to be the Mayor of New York, the
� of 7 miJlion souls.... He is the Mayor of the Greatest ity of Modern
Civilization! Babylon, Alexandria, Athens, Rome, Paris--Ncw York! Tliml"
(426/427: 19). Likewise, as Kramer approaches r·hc Or nx 011n1y Buil linr,. h
begins to feel a "surge of anticipation": "There it wus ... rh · lsl1111d! ... ill.
Power! ...and the voltage" (426/427: 27). This "clwract ·r conne tion"
immediately underscores the novel's two m,vor themes: the common vanities of all
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people, even those who are somewhat idealistic, and their resulting quest for
recognition and power.
Sherman McCoy, introduced in Chapter III, also is connected to Larry Kramer in
his fear of being mugged. Kramer purposefully disguises himself on the subway to
avoid an attack: "The sneakers, the shopping bag, the slack jaw, the jumpy eyes--all
he needed to do now was start talking to himself, and you'd have the whole picture:
bona fide D-train lunatic" (426/427: 24). When McCoy ventures out of his Park
Avenue co-op at night to call his mistress from a phone booth, he unknowingly
wears the same disguise. As a black youth approaches the phone booth, he
suddenly turns away: ". . . what the boy had seen was a forty-two-year-old white
man, soaking wet, dressed in some sort of military-looking raincoat full of straps
and buckles, holding a violently lurching animal in his arms, staring, bug-eyed, and
talking to himself. You give these bananas a lot of room" (426/427: 30). Thus in
the first installment of three chapters, Wolfe already is making connections among
the three main characters he introduces. These characters are all part of modern
urban life and crave its "trappings" of wealth, success and power.
As the novel progresses, the readers are introduced further to Sherman's wife
Judy, and connections are made between the two of them. Since Judy has
discovered Sherman's infidelity, they both now are worried over the possible
break-up of their marriage, and for the same reason--each has a lot to lose. Judy
sees herself as an "invisible wife" whose only source of power and prestige in New
York is her husband. Like her pitiful friend Lily Bradshaw, Judy is afraid she will
lose everything in the event of a divorce. ln hapter nr, she is s n by h r husbnn I
as having "committed the modern sin of looking her uge, whi ·h wns forty-on·"
(426/427: 27). Sherman is going through the male v rsi

11

of ",nid-lif · ·risis"

which becomes even more obvious six weeks later in the third inst1,lllm ·nt. 11 · is
attracted to younger women and is having an affair with one, yet he too wants to
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hold on to his marriage: "What was there about it [the affair] that could possibly
justify breaking up your marriage, losing touch with your only child and, to be
practical about it, losing an apartment that happened to be worth between $2.5
million and $3 million?" (429: 29).In this same installment, both Judy and
Sherman are having lunch in separate restaurants as they reflect on their mrui.tal
problems.They are apart and yet still connected to each other, and their mutual
dilemma is symbolized as the separate waiters simultaneousJy ask each of tJ,em,
" 'Have you decided?' " (429: 2 )5 .This question emphasizes another of the novel's
themes which each character must eventually confront: the importance of making
decisions and accepting the consequences of those decisions.
The character connections continue with the introduction of Judge Myron
Kovitsky, also in the third installment. Like the Mayor in Chapter I, Larry Kramer
and Kovitsky are verbally abused on their way to work by a group of prisoners in a
van. While the Mayor had retreated from the stage, surrounded by his bodyguards,
and Kramer's first reaction also is to ignore the hecklers and retreat, Kovitsky has an
entirely different approach: "His head is lowered. He's glaring....He walks
right up to the van and tries to stare through the mesh.He puts his hands on his
hips. . . . Then he takes in a deep breath, and a tremendous snuffling sound is
heard in his chest and his throat--...and he ...�" (430: 33).However,
Kovitsky is like the Mayor in his disgust for the hecklers: "They're anti-Semitic.
Anti-Semitic! And what for? Without the Yiddeshe, they'd still be looking up
shotgun bru-rels and laying asphalt in Soutl1 Carolina" (430: 34). Like I any
Kramer, Kovitsky's financial rewards for his education and hard wor k ur· grossly
inadequate: "Judge Kovitsky comes to work in a greaser y11cht I Bonn ·viii· I
practically ten years old. Supreme court judges make$

, I 00 a y ·ttr. Af( •r rux 'S,

they have Jess tlian $40,000.For a sixt:y -year-old mw1 i11 Lh ., upp -r -· ·h •Ions of tit,
legal profession in New York, it's ...not right" (430: 33). Finally, ,mother
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character introduced in this chapter, District Attorney Abe Weiss, faces the same
problem as the Mayor: "He had an election coming up in a county that was eighty
percent Black and Latin" (430: 54). This installment emphasizes the financial
inequities of urban life, the racial divisions and prejudices, and the political games
that are played. Wolfe's indictment of the legal and political systems throughout T he
Bonfire of the Vanities might remind his readers of a nineteenth-century political
novel such as Trollope's Phineas Finn or Dicken's Bleak House. T hroug hout the
novel, different installments tend to focus on different themes, emphasizing the
thematic parallels through the installment format.
Tabloid writer Peter Fallow, introduced in the fifth installment, has connections
with several other characters. Like Sherman McCoy, he is a writer, and like Larry
Kramer, he feels that he is somewhat superior to his co-workers. In the previous
installment (two weeks earlier), Kramer thinks about his office mates, Andriutti and
Caughey: "He felt superior to them, and yet he desperately wanted to be accepted by
them. He was a graduate of the Columbia Law School, which was a rare thing in
the ranks of assistant district attorneys in the Bronx, and they were both graduates of
St. John's, which was standard ... dead-on standard" (430: 54). Fallow's
attitude is similar: "Like more than one Englishman in New York, he looked upon
Americans as hopeless children whom Providence had perversely provided with this
great swollen fat fowl of a continent" (431: 66). Both of these characters exhibit the
common vanity of self-importance. Therefore, by the end of this fifth installment
the readers are making many connections between the characters which provide
structure and theme for Wolfe's story. However, even though over two months
have gone by in the reading process, few of these charact rs' paths hnv
crossed--they have not yet connected with each othcrin lh · 1 lot of 1h • nov 'I. /\t this
point the readers probably begin to feel that the inevitable "plot ·om1e ·lion" of
characters surely must occur soon.
14

In the sixth installment, however, another brand new set of characters is
introduced, as so often happened in nineteenth-century serial novels such as
Dickens' Bleak House. Reverend Reginald Bacon, black activist and pastor of the
Gates of the Kingdom Church, is being confronted by two young Yale graduates,
Edward Fiske III and a lawyer named Moody. Fiske too is connected to Kramer in
his former idealism and his present struggle with the "real world," specifically, with
Rev. Bacon's questionable ethics:
Fiske had gone to the Wharton School of Business, where he had written a
master's thesis entitled 'Quantitative Aspects of Ethical Behavior in a
Capital-Intensive Corporation.' For the past three years, he had been
Community Outreach Director of the Episcopal Diocese of New York, a
position that involved him in the Diocese's heavy moral and financial
support of Rev. Bacon and his works (432: 31).
As Fiske struggles to retrieve a $350,000 donation from Bacon, Moody looks on,
and another important theme of Wolfe's novel is emphasized: the discrepancy
between idealism and reality.
Another method Wolfe uses to connect characters and to stress the theme of
idealism, or appearance, versus reality, particularly in the first part of the novel, is
the capitalized nicknames given to various major and minor characters. For
example, an angry patron of La Boue d' Argent is described as "the Storm," the
young female New York lunch crowd is called "Girls with Brown Lipstick," and a
wealthy older woman is known as "the Art Widow." Larry Kramer's b ss, D.A.
Abe Weiss, is called "Captain Ahab," and they arc all in search of "th· r nt Whil ·
Defendant." Peter Fallow's boss, tabloid publisher crnl SI in r, is known ns "th·
Dread Brit" and also as "the Dead Mouse." herman Mc oy is dubb ·d "th· 'r ·ut
Observer" and "the Celebrated Writer" by his wife Judy. Similarly, luwy ·r Al Land
is "the Great Defender," and other less well-known Bronx lawyers who "hit on" the
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lower class defendants are called "Mickey Escalator" and "Dickie Escalator."
Finally, Sherman's mistress Maria Ruskin ironically is called both "Snow White"
and a "New Cookie." All of these nicknames serve both to link the characters
together and to expose their various vanities, providing another method of structure
for The Bonfire of the Vanities.
During the middle installments, the actual plot connection of characters, through
Wolfe's "inevitable coincidences and chance collisions," finally begin to occur. As
the readers have been anticipating, a string of events brings them all together, in
various scenes and settings. However, the major "character connection" in the
middle of the novel is between the two writers, Sherman McCoy and Peter Fallow,
representatives of the "high life" and "low life" of literary success. A very subtle
similarity occurs in the fifth and eleventh installments (three months apart), where
Fallow and McCoy both try to hide themselves in uncomfortable situations. Fallow
wants to avoid a co-worker to whom he owes money: "He picked up the telephone
and put the receiver to his ear. Look busy! That was the main idea. Peter Fallow
kept his eyes down and lifted one hand, as if to say, 'Please! This call cannot be
interrupted' " (431: 66). Sherman, the Celebrated Writer, doesn't want to be
recognized at a police station: "Sherman took a leather-bound engagement calendar
from his jacket pocket and began turning its pages as if looking for some vital scrap
of information. In fact, it was merely a pretext for him to keep his head down"
(437/438: 96).
The subtle connections between McCoy and Fallow also can be seen in t.wo
"wake-up scenes" and two "shower scenes." In the fifteenth installm nt, Pnllnw is
described waking up with a hangover in his squalid apnrtm ·nt:
The membranous sac was his head, and the right sid · of his h ·;1d w·1s on
the pillow, ,md the yolk as heavy and volatile as mercury, and it was
pressing down on his right e,u, his right eye, and his right temple. If he
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tried to get up to answer the telephone, the yolk, the mercury, the poisoned
mass, would shift and rupture the sac, and his brains would fall out (442:
47).

Several chapters and eight weeks later, in the twentieth installment, Sherman wakes
up in an equally uncomfortable condition:
Sherman turned over onto his left side, but soon his left knee developed an
ache, as if the weight of his right leg were cutting off the circulation. So he
turned over onto his right side. Somehow the heel of his right hand ended
up under his right cheek. It wasn't exactly unpleasant. It felt as if he
needed it to support his head, because the pillow wasn't enough, but that
made no sense, and anyhow, how could he possibly get to sleep with his
hand under his head? (447: 68).

The two "shower scenes" serve to contrast the environments of the "high-life" and
"low-life" writers.Fallow's bathroom has no window and poor ventilation and
lighting: "When you turned on the light in the bathroom, which was five by seven
feet and had a plastic tub-and-shower-stall module, ...a ceiling fan went on
somewhere up above a metal grill in the ceiling, to provide ventilation" (442: 47). In
the next installment only two weeks later, Sherman's shower is much more suitable
to the life of the Celebrated Writer: "The shower cubicle had apparently been put in
during the 1930's.The stainless-steel framing of the door was extremely heavy.
The screwheads were the size of pennies ... The very shower cubicle, like the
apartment itself, was built to last an eternity" (443: 36). Thus Fallow and M

oy,

though seemingly worlds apart, are connected by Wolfe through th ir pro� ssions 11s
writers, their character traits, and an unusual chain of cv '1118.
Fa11ow also is connected once again to Larry Krum ·r in th' midcll · instullm ·uts.
They both experience similar emotions when faced with the prospect of "breaks" in
their careers. At the end of installment thirteen, Kramer is elated when he is told to
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proceed with the McCoy case: "He was exhilarated! It was like the feeling he had
when he was in high school and the school called his house and told him he had
won the city-wide essay contest on 'The Melting Pot: Myth and Reality' " (440:
55). Two installments and one month later, Fallow feels himself emerging from
"the bottom of the lake," with the possibility of a hot news item: "A crisp
exhilaration, not unlike that of a young athlete entering the fray, began to take over
his nervous system.He felt ...�- ...It was the emotion, never
commented upon by the poets, enjoyed by those who feel that, for once, they are
earning their pay" (442: 77).Both Kramer and Fallow are experiencing the
excitement of the "quest for power" vanity, which again provides structure and
emphasizes this theme of Wolfe's novel.
Finally, through the use of their memories, the readers can make a three-way
character connection, this time between Fallow, McCoy, and Kramer.In the fifth
installment, Fallow is disgusted when a fellow employee of The City Light uses his
first name, and a nickname as well: "�! The very sound set Fallow's teeth on
edge. This ...appalling ...Yank ...familiarity!" (431: 66). Eight months
later, in the twentieth installment, McCoy is shocked when detective Goldberg
addresses him familiarly: "My first name! A servant ...a slave ...a prisoner"
(447: 72).Later in the same installment, McCoy faces an angry mob who call him
"Sherm an" and other much more degrading and obscene names as weIJ: "They were
al l yeJling Sherman! His ffrst name! He was�. too!" (447: 83). In the next
installment, Fallow and McCoy finally connect in the plot, meeting outside the
Bronx County Building at the scene of Mc oy's arrest·.lronic:illy, h1llow E' nins
McCoy's attention momentarily through llQt addressing him by his first 1111m •: "
McCoy.Sherman turned his head. A tall pale man with long blond huir was ut th,
forefront of a pack ofr eporters and cameramen" (448: 4. ).

ne month later in the

twenty-third installment, LmTy Kramer is thrilled when his boss � address him
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by his first name, which means success and acceptance in his case: " 'The only
thing bothers me, Larry,' Weiss said--Lill:ry! he said--not Kramer but L.fil:rx--"
(450: 54). Thus names and the form of address connect all three of these characters
and become symbols of their common vanity. Names are important because they
represent a person's self-esteem and his or her claim to success and authority, once
again underscoring Wolfe's theme of the quest for power.
In the final installments, other character connections seen in the beginning of the
novel are emphasized again. The Fallow/Kramer connections continue, as both are
"on the rise" in their careers as a result of the McCoy case. Both have bosses who
are feeding their egos, keeping them going on the case for their own selfish reasons.
Now that Fallow and Kramer are favorites, they both are much kinder in their
thoughts toward "the Dead Mouse" and "Captain Ahab." As Steiner pushes Fallow
for more exclusive scoops, Fallow reflects: "He wouldn't tum loose, would he!
Still, how much more blessed it was, thought Fallow, to have him panting for
more!" (450: 53). In the same installment, Kramer has a new sympathy for his
boss: "Weiss' motives might not be pure, but his insights were correct. Kramer
wanted to believe that, and, in no time, he did believe it" (450: 54). Fallow really
enjoys seeing his articles in print, thinking of himself as the "star" of The City Light.
Like Weiss, Kramer soon ]earns to enjoy watching his own image on television:
"This was the only field of battle, and here he was the master, and it was all there to
be perceived at a glance in the drawing. Himself!" (450: 53). Therefore, Wolfe
connects not only Fallow and Kramer, but both to theirrespectivc bosses, and "lh •
Dead Mouse" and "Captain Ahab" to each other in !'heir scparnlc cravings for P<)W ,,.
and publicity.
In installment twenty-five, which actually consists of thr · · ·hu1 t ·rs, 110111 •mu,·,
subtle character connections appe,u-. The readers once again must rem"mb •r
characters and events in earlier chapters in order to identity these similariti es and to
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appreciate the novel's structure. The Mayor's conversation with Bishop Bottomley,
a black Episcopalian, can be both compared to and contrasted with the earlier
conversation (nine months ago) between the black activist minister, Rev. Bacon, and
the two young white Episcopalians. In the twentieth installment, a "contract"
concerning Sherman's arrest had been struck between Bernie Fitzgibbon and
Sherman's lawyer, Tommy Killian: "A contract was a favor that couldn't be
refused. At the Favor Bank all due bills had to be redeemed" (447: 68). Two
months later in the twenty-fifth installment, a similar deal is mentioned to Peter
Fallow by his informant, Al Land: " 'You owe us a lot, and we have long
memories, Reverend Bacon and me'" (452/453: 94). When McCoy removes his
shirt for the installation of a hidden tape recorder, "Sherman's immediate concern
was that the definition of his pectoral, abdominal and triceps muscles stand out
sufficiently for these two men to be impressed by his physique" (452/453: 100).
This recalls a similar physical vanity of Kramer's office buddy, Andriutti, in the
fourth installment (ten months ago): "He also liked the fact that when he reached
around behind one of his mighty arms with the other hand, it made the latissimi
dorsi muscles on his back fan out so wide they practically split his shirt, and his
pectorals hardened into a couple of mountains of pure muscle. So he rubbed his
itching triceps about 120 times a day, on the average" (430: 53). Wolfe uses these
and countless other subtle echoes to connect the various characters throughout the
novel with his major themes.
In the concluding chapter and Epilogue, character connections pr vidc the r�ad ·r
with a clear picture of the universality of human frailit.y and vanit.y. Most. of th.
characters have managed to exploit the Sherman Mc oy cus • nn(I hnv 'ilh 'r
profitted from it or have at least emerged relatively unscarh ·cl. lronicully, •v ., 1
Sherman, previously the victim of these exploitations, plans to use hi11 unfonuuate
experience for profit by writing "a first-person account of the McCoy case, a
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confession 'in which you reach down your gullet and pull up your guts and spread
'em out on the table for the world to see' " (455: 70). Only Judge Myron Kovitsky
is unconnected, at least in this particular vanity; he is the one character whose
commitment to justice and decency remains truly unselfish. Naturally, he "lived out
his days on his miserable Supreme Court judge's pension, p]us the occasional
lecture date at a community college in the Rockies or wherever" (455: 36).
A second type of connection found in The Bonfire of the Vanities is that
mentioned by Wolfe himself, between New York's "high life" and "]ow life." This
"high life-low life" connection also can be found in many Victorian serial novels,
especially those of Dickens. All people, regardless of their social standings, share
certain elements of the human condition, and success is always relative and fleeting.
This major theme is emphasized throughout the novel, as a gradual merging of the
various social groups takes place through the Sherman McCoy case. While the
Mayor is being heckled by New York's "low life" in the first installment, his
thoughts predict the eventual meeting of the various groups, foreshadowing what
will actually happen later in the novel:
Do you really think this is a white city any longer? Open your eyes! The
greatest city of the twentieth century! Do you think money will keep it
yours? ... Come down from your Park Avenue co-ops, you general
partners and merger lawyers! ... And you, you WASP charity-ballers

sitting on your mounds of inherited money up in your co-ops with t.he
twelve-foot ceilings and the two elevators, one for you and one for the heli
do you really think you're impregnable?... You'll get to know them then
all right! They'll come see you! They'll come sec you at 600 Wall ancl
Number One Chase Manhattan Plaza! They'll sit on your d ·slo: nnrl rlnim
their fingers! They'll dust out your safe deposit box ·s for y )LI, fr· or

charge! They'll stop at )'.Q.ll[ floor and introduc · Ill 'ms ·lv ·s und look 'tl
your teeth and stick their fingers up your root ca11uls, lookin , for gold!
(426/427: 22).
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Sherman McCoy begins to reflect on these high life-low life connections early in
the novel.In the third installment, he contemplates the possibility of a divorce
because of his own infidelity and thinks of sex as God's joke, a joke from which no
one is immune: "...neither all the money in the world nor all the medals in
Stockholm changed a thing.The typhoon whirled on anyway, and the winners were
right in the thick of it, the same as the losers, and that was the only part God cared
about: keeping the giddy Storm going" (429: 46).Another less profound simil,u·ily
between various social classes is noted in the next installment: "The profanity
doesn't even register.The courthouse is like the army.from the judges down to
the guards, there's one all-purpose adjective or participle or whatever it should be
called, and after a while, it's as natural as breathing" (431: 34).
An agent of these inevitable connections, Rev.Bacon, is introduced in the sixth
installment.In Bacon's conversation with the Yale graduates, he echoes the
Mayor's predictions from three months earlier:
"...and so you think capital ...is ownin� things. But it ain't.Capital
is con.trolling things....You heard about Judgment Day.That's the day
it� ...see ...Harlem, the Bronx, Brooklyn--how much longer
you think what you own gon' make a damn bit a difference in Harlem, the
Bronx and Brooklyn? They gon' �. my friend" (432: 62).
At the end of this installm ent, even the idealistic young Fiske connects Rev.Bacon
to the high life: " '[ don't know, maybe Bacon is no different than Rockefeller or
Carnegie.You discover a new resource and you f'ake your money while yo 11 'r,
young, and when you're old they give you awards and name lhings

nn ·r you, llnd

you're remembered as a leader of the people' " (432: 2). Tht1N Woll'· 1 oi111s out
that the "power play" game is the same for all pe pie,

110

rnatt ·r what :mdal or 'lhni.

group they might belong to.
Five months (ten installments) later, the Mayor's and Rev.Bacon's predictions
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begin to come true. This chapter is titled "Trolls in the Castle," which symbolizes
the "invasion" of Sherman's Park Avenue co-op by the low life, in the form of two
detectives. As the Mayor had foretold, one of the detectives "put both hands on the
top of Sherman's desk and leaned forward until his arms supported the weight of his
upper body. . . . Then he swung about and sat on the edge of the desk, as if it
were hi£ desk" (443: 59-60). As this invasion continues, Sherman is appalled:
"The hard little man had taken over his own desk.The fat one sat in his wing chair.
Somehow--just like that!--they had entered his life, penetrated his very sanctuary"
(443: 60). The link between this installment and the first installment is obvious and
unmistakable. Sherman's "high-life" existence has finally been penetrated,
emphasizing Wolfe's theme of the temporal nature of success and power.
The connections between various social groups continue in installment seventeen'
where the chapter is appropriately titled "New York in Slices." Sherman's lawyer,
Freddy Button, lectures him on New York's power structure, which is different
from a simple ethnic group division:
"But when you're talking about influence and connections and so on, there
are two New Yorks, and they're very separate. There's the one that you
and I and all sorts of people came to New York for. But the other New
York is made up strictly of people from New York. When you're taking
about political power, New York is like every other town. It's all local

boys" (444: 90).

Button continues, recalling Rev. Bacon in his understanding of power:
"You can .b.l!x some power. No, I take 1hat ba k. You cnn 1 ·os • sn111,
power now and again. But it won't be yours, nnd fh ·y won't Ilk • you, 111 >
matter what you give them.... The natives hav · u 11101101 uly wl1 , 11 it
comes to poJiticaJ power, but the out-of-towners havt: u mouopoly wheu it
comes to the good life that power should bring you" ( 444: 90).
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In the next installment, Judy McCoy, like Sherman, realizes that her safe and
secure home is being invaded by an alien element of New York society. After
hanging up on a reporter, she suddenly becomes aware of this indignity: "Some
young man she had never heard of, named Delauney, had been able to reach into her
very home and handle her that way" (445: 51). The high life-low life connections
reach a climax in the nineteenth installment, when many of the major characters, or
their representatives, meet in the Bronx at the scene of a demonstration by the
followers of Rev. Bacon. The entire demonstration is carefully directed by the
press, and once again, Sherman and Judy's sanctuary is violated as they view the
"larger-than-life" scene on television that evening. The television story switches
back and forth between the demonstration and shots of Sherman in various high-life
situations, emphasizing the connections between them: "The Bronx rises up! The
city rises up! For the first time, Judy was shaken. This man, the pale paralyzed
man sitting four feet from her, had plunged her into hell" (446: 63). Nothing they
own can protect the McCoys from contact with the low life at this point.
In the very next installment two weeks later, the high life meets the low life face
to face, as Sherman is arrested and must withstand great humiliation at the hands of
a mob outside the Bronx County Building. Sherman realizes that the familiarity of
the two detectives who pick him up for his arrest means more than simple politeness:
"A cold horror filled Sherman's skull. This hideous friendliness--he now saw it for
what it was. He was supposed to li.k the two of them! They had ingested the
author of Somethini; Slices into their world, and what was hen w? Nothing!"
(447: 72). As they drive towards the Bronx, a bridge bccom s 1111 obvio11s symbol
of this connection: "All he knew was that it was a brid�c, 1111d it w nl ii ·mss lh'
East River, away from Manhattan toward licit. G ldber,

1,11111

r ·Ith· ·uffs on1n hit

wrists. Sherman sank back into the seat and looked down, and th �re b · was, in
manacles" (447: 72). The two worlds of urban life cannot remajn separate in spile
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of wealth and power, and Wolfe emphasizes this theme again and again.
The symbols of connections continue two weeks later in the twenty-first
installment, as Sherman endures more shame and humiliation. When he finally
enters the Bronx County Building (ten months after the novel began), he is
completely submerged into the low life: "The door had closed, and he had
disappeared into the world of Martin and Goldberg in the Bronx" (448: 43).
Sherman's pants had picked up "styrofoam peanuts" from the detective's car seat,
and now they become symbols of his humiliation, his complete lack of power, and
once again, his connection to the low life. Unfortunately for everyone at the police
station, a pitiful Latino, being arrested at the same time as Sherman, has excrement
on his pants: " 'Hey Angel, whadda I do with this one? It's all over his�!'
The policeman said 'lW}.1:£1 with great disgust" (448: 46). A few moments later,
Sherman's pants also are noticed: "The Angel said, 'Whaddaya got all over your
pants?' " (448: 46). Another one of the Mayor's "prophecies" from Chapter I (July
19/August 2, 1984) is fulfilled in this installment (May 23, 1985), when Sherman's
teeth actually are examined by one of the policemen because his fillings set off the
metal detector: " 'Look in there! You wanna see some metal?'... He looked in
his mouth, like someone inspecting a crawl space in a cellar" (448: 63). Finally,
Sherman's connection to the low life is completed as he is locked into a cell with
several Latinos, including the one with a "pants problem" who also has been
vomiting. Sheiman notices a drain in the middle of the floor: "That was it. Tt was a
toilet ' for the refuse of humanity" (448: 64).
The high Jife-low life connections continue to be evident up throngh th· finnl
installments, completing Wolfe's emphasis on this theme of univ rsal hum;tn l'rniliy
and finalizing the structure of his novel. Judy Mc oy sees Sherman's criminal
lawyer, Tommy Killian, as a symbol of her husband's downfaJI: ". . . Killian,
who looked like a British advertising executive and talked like a Brooklyn truck
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dispatcher and gave off whiffs of this strange grim world into which Sherman had
now been drawn" (450: 85).Through socialite Maria Ruskin's involvement with
Sherman, she also is being drawn into the low-life world: "Already she had been
pulled down from her Fifth Avenue eminence and exposed to the rogue voltage of
the criminal-justice system in the Bronx" (452/453: 98).
In addition to the character connections and the high Jife-low life connections

'

Wolfe tends to repeat certain settings and descriptions to give structure to The
Bonfire of the Vanities .Numerous "eating scenes," from fancy lunches at La Boue
d' Argent, to a high-life dinner party, to a meal of yellow lunch meat and pink liquid
served in jail, connect the social classes as well as the installments.Restaurants
often serve as meeting places where different characters come together to exchan ge
information.Crowd scenes, such as the carefully orchestrated demonstrations and
the Bronx courtroom scenes, also bring characters together who would otherwise be
unlikely to meet.Wolfe's intricate descriptions of architecture and dress are evident
throughout the novel, and the superficiality of both are exposed.Racial prejudice,
found in all elements of New York society, is another prominent connecting theme.
Wolfe continuously "quotes figures," emphasizing the high price of prestige and
power in New York. Finally, certain symbols and images, such as Peter Fallow's
lake and the bonfire image, are repeated quite often.All of these elements provi de
structure and emphasize the major themes of Wolfe's novel.
In the final installment and one of the most memorable passages of The BonfirQ
of the Vanities, Judge Myron Kovitsky sums up both the charncr-er connections and
the high life-low life connections in his speech on juslicc to an unruly mob:
What does it MATTER ...the color of a man ... if wiln ·ss ·s p •i:jur.
themselves ...and a prosecutor, a sworn officer of the court, enlist1, tit.
perjurers ...and a district attorney throws a man to the mob . . .and the
Mayor of this city averts his eyes from the mob .. .and lawyers carve up
that man for his money ...and men of the cloth ...TAKE TI-IE PRIME
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CUTS! Now ... YOU TELL ME! IS THAT JUSTICE! (455: 34).
Ultimately, the various social classes of New York, as well as the characters of The
Bonfire of the Vanities, all are connected through their common vanity, prejudice,
and indecency to their fellow humans. They cannot be isolated from each other,
through the Island of the Bronx County Building, through the security and opulence
of a Park Avenue co-op, or even through the rolled-up windows of a Mercedes in
the Bronx. In twenty-seven installments over a year's time, Wolfe succeeds in
convincing his readers of these unavoidable connections, thrnugh the common
humanity of all his characters and through an unusual yet believably inevitable series
of events in the plot of his novel. Likewise, the serial readers of The Bonfire of the
Vanities have learned to use their own abilties to appreciate and understand the
structure and themes of the novel, in spite of and sometimes because of the
numerous interruptions between installments.
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Chapter III: Memory

Memory obviously is an important quality for readers of a serial novel to possess
since the reading takes place over a long period with various intervals between
installments. The readers must not only remember what was happening in the
previous installment, but often they must recall events or characters from much
earlier installments in order to make the proper connections, follow the story line,
and understand the underlying themes and symbols of the novel. The installments
of The Bonfire of the Vanities usually appeared every other week, although three
times the readers were forced to wait for an entire month after the double issues of
Rolling Stone (July 19/Aug. 2, 1984; Dec. 20, 1984/Jan.3, 1985; and July 18/Aug.
1, 1985). Therefore, if the readers did not already possess good memories, they
certainly were forced either to develop them or, on occasion, to refer back to earlier
issues to refresh their memories. There are three types of memory used in The
Bonfire of the Vanities which often overlap and work together: the characters in the
novel remember earlier events in their own lives, the author reminds his readers of
details and events, and the readers remember.
Memory often is emphasized by Wolfe in the lives of the characters of The
Bonfire of the Vanities. In the first installment, Larry Kramer remembers being
mugged, which is the reason for his subway disguise:
"It had been rush hour, the morning rush hour, the time they got him. Even to think
of it, to have it run through his mind, brought back the entire :fcclin� of that morncnl,
the inexplicable humiliation and the self-loathing he had never b en abl to m ·nti1)n
to anyone" (426/427: 24). Sherman McCoy experiences a "wnvc of s ·ntim ·nt"
when his wife catches him in an affair, and he re17ects on t'he birth of his ·hilcl and
the beauty of her young life, as well as his wife's vulnerability: "In short, ...
Hell hath no fury like a husband whose wife in all innocence cuts him off from the
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object of his lust.True enough! And the obverse is: But if she catches him dead to
rights, his anger vanishes and he forgives her all.And yearns for more" (426/427:
30).
Sherman's memories continue in the third installment, as he recalls how he first
met his wife Judy and how they came to be married, also providing background
information for the readers. Sherman discovers that, in this case, remembering
events and remembering feelings are two different things: "He could remember all
that, in a conscious way, but there was no way he could make his central nervous
system recall what he had felt at that time.He could only recall how compatible they
were, which is, of course, something quite different" (429: 46).Judy too reflects
on how time, even a short period of time, can change one's perspective, as she
lunches with Lily Bradshaw in the same installment:
It was as if Judy's mind were a two-track tape. She knew how she would
have reacted to such a scene twenty-four hours ago or a month ago or a year
ago....But now she was unable even to enjoy the luxury of contempt.
These people neither amused her nor annoyed her.She no longer felt that
detached.They made her feel weak (429: 25).

Sherman's memories continue in the ninth installment (three months later), as his
mind wanders while he is driving his car.He recalls a spring afternoon in 1964
when he was awakened suddenly by a B-52 in a California field and then wonders
what made him remember this incident now: "And on this particular evening now,
more than two decades later, this particular warm s1 ring evening in New
York--well, what a strange thing memory is! The Greeks thou ,111: nr•m()ry wns
located in the solar plexus. Who is to say they were wron 1?" (4. 5:

). Two

installments (one month) later, Sherman's memory interrupts his thoughts �,gain at a
strange moment, this time while riding in a taxi.He suddenly realizes an important
detail he had previously overlooked when he told the police about his accident,
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omitting the fact that his mistress had also been in the car: "He thought of how
beautiful and confident she had looked as she emerged from the customs area at
Kennedy.Her suitcase! It was in the trunk of the Mercedes! Suppose they [the
police] opened the trunk and found a woman's suitcase!" (437/438: 96).
Larry Kramer's struggles with his own memories of humiliating feelings are
picked up again by Wolfe in the next insta1lment: "Martin's voice wasn't exactly
hostile, but it was cold.It played a trick on Kramer's memory. It triggered a feeling
...humiliation! ...and yet he couldn't remember why" (439: 25). Later in the
same installment, Kramer remembers an incident where he had not responded to
Martin's "gallows humor" in the proper way: "Bango! The whole thing with this
particular detective, Martin, ...came back to him.He remembered--and Martin
obviously remembered" (439: 26).Like Kramer, Peter Fallow struggles to
remember something in the back of his mind.Wolfe uses a compelling image to
describe this feeling:
Whatever he had done was submerged like the Loch Ness monster at the
bottom of a cold dark lake.His memory had drowned in the night, and he
could only feel the icy despair.He had to look for the monster deductively,

fathom by fathom.Sometimes he knew that whatever it had been, he
couldn't face it, and he would decide to turn away from it foreve r, and just

then something, some stray detail, would send out a signal, and the beast
would come popping to the surface on its own and show him its filthy snout
(442: 48).

As the novel progresses and Sherma n is arrested, most of his memories ur l i te. I
with fear.While he is in the jail cell with several mcnacin)'-looking I rison •rs, I i .
vaguely remembers a f ightening incident, one of those which alwuys s • •ms to
r

happen to someone else: "There had been an incident--where?--in wh.ich some of
the prisoners in a cell blocked the view tlu·ough the b,u-s with their bodies while the
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others ... But would any of the others in here do such a thing for these
three--would the Latinos?" (449: 50).As more time passes, Sherman becom

es more

and more haunted by his memories of the jail cell: "He couldn't focus on anyth
ing
even for fifteen seconds without thinking about the horrible jam he was in--and

the

possibility of winding up back there, in jail, with them, those animals" (452/453:
71).

Sherman's memories also focus on his mistress, Maria Ruskin. When he finally
goes to see her, he remembers the only other time he had visited the Rusk.ins, and
the change in the apartment reflects a change in their relationship:
In the stillness of two o'clock in the afternoon it looked smaller than he had
remembered it, despite the cavernous dimensions of the entry gallery.The
first time had been at night.Maria had given one of her huge dinner parties.
.. . It had seemed as vast as the greed of Ruskin and as concupiscent as
the lithe and loamy loins of Maria.Chez Ruskin had assumed the
proportions of all that was gaudiest and grandest and wantonly
megalomaniacal in New York....Today it seemed so still.It was like
an unused stage (452/453: 104).
Sherman also realizes that his memories are ironic at this point, since he has returned
secretly wired with a tape recorder: "Sherman could flash back to many things that
had happened.. ..but, after all, what did it matter now? He had returned .ehez
Ruskin, wired (452/453: 107).
The taped interview with Maria is 1.ater played back for Sherman and five oth r
men, including Judge Kovitsky.Sherman's memories t11ke on a dremnlik \ nlmost
unreal quality, as he Jjstens to himself on tape and recalls l'lle ord 'ill ut 1!1- snrn, 1; 111

·:

At that point he became aware of the eerie sensory dt.:taclimcnt of what was
now taking place....It was part of him they were Ustening to! A slice of
his life! A slice of a man in slices! ...He kept seeing--feeling!--the vast
stuffed sepulchral library in which they had been sitting. ...He could
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feel what he had felt at the time, the heat of the recording device strapped to
his skin, the irritation of the adhesive itself (454: 52).

At this point the readers may be led to ask the following question: Which is more
real--the concrete, legal memory provided by the tape recorder, or Sherm,m's
memories of his own feelings? Sherman's memories of what he thinks he sounds
like and what he actually sounds like on tape emphasize the theme of self-delusion:
"Sherman's own voice! It made him acutely emba1rnssed. It sounded so flat, so
sad . . . so weak . . . It was not his voice, not the voice he heard with his own
ears as he spoke" (454: 52).
Therefore, the characters, especially Sherman McCoy, struggle with their
memories in The Bonfire of the Vanities. These memories prove to be helpful,
humiliating, frightening, vague, vivid, revealing, and elusive. At the same time, the
readers are struggling with their own memories in order to make connections and
follow these characters over a long period of time, with the gaps between
installments filled up by the events of the readers' own lives and memories. The
author therefore attempts to help his readers along by providing clues, or "memory
aids," as the novel progresses.
The most obvious of these memory aids are the summaries which appear during
the first half of the novel. Five installments, numbers two through six, contain
introductions titled "The Story Thus Far," which refresh the readers' memories
about the characters Wolfe has been introducing. After the sixth installment, most of
the characters have been introduced, and "The Story Thus Par" is discontinued.
However, the winter double issue (number eleven) contains u much Ion ) ·r summary
in which Wolfe recaps the first twelve chapters of the novel. Th· ·ditor also
introduces this by reminding the readers how long the novel has been ,oin

1

011:

"For the past six months Tom Wolfe has been unfolding, chapter by chapter, a tale
of vanity, deceit and ambition among the top dogs, bottom dogs, wild dogs, and
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middling mongrels of New York City in the mid-1980's" (437/438: 91). This
longer summary not only helps the regular readers of the novel, but allows new
readers to jump in at this point without having read the first installments. The author
is providing his readers with an added bonus--"free" memory!
After this major summary, Wolfe begins to use more subtle methods to aid the
readers' memories. After all, six months have gone by, and yet only a few days
have passed in the plot of the novel. Therefore, the readers' perspective of time i s
important, and Wolfe begins to make many references to time in order to help his
readers keep things straight in their minds. For example, in the chapter following
the summary, he reminds the readers that only a short amount of time has passed for
Sherman since the first installment: "Soon he found himself at the same telephone
booth from which, just a few nights ago, he had tried to call Maria and had rung up
Judy instead" (437/438: 96). In the same chapter, Judy reflects, "For the past three
days, ever since the dinner party at the del Ponces', she had treated Sherman's
comings and goings with an icy correctness" (437/438: 99).
In the'fifteenth installment, the words of lawyer Al Land remind the readers that
only a matter of hours has passed since the accident scene, which they actually read
about two and a half months ago: " 'Well, he [Sherman] ran over a kid in the Bronx
last night, with his Mercedes, a young black kid named Henry Lamb' " (442: 75).
By the twenty-third installment, the readers have been following the eve nts in
Wolfe's story for almost a year. Yet Peter Fallow's thoughts remind them th at only
about a week's time has passed since the beginning, for the novel's characters:
"Last week the Mouse [Fallow's boss] had been ready to sack him" (450: 5. ). l ,ily
Bradshaw reminds the readers of the same dring in the tw nty-fiflh ins1:111n 1 111:
'Oh, Judy, Jjust can't believe all this. It was just Jast week we w�r · ltavin, lu, 1 ·I t
at La Boue d'Argent, and you were happy as a Jark' " (452/453: 104).
11

Finally, Wolfe puts the entire time expanse of his novel's plot into perspective for
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his readers as The Bonfire of the Vanities draws to a close.When he

introduces his

star witness, Larry Kramer addresses the jury: " 'I think the jurors should
be made

aware that Mrs.Ruskin's husband, Mr.Arthur Ruskin, passed away just

five days

ago' " (454: 36). Later in this same chapter, Judge Kovitsky is informed
that

Mrs.

Ruskin "testified yesterday" (454: 53). When the readers consider the timing
of
events before Arthur Ruskin's death, they realize that the entire plot covers only

about a two-week period, while they have been reading for over a yem·! This
also is
confirmed by two other time references. In the first installment, Sherman Mc
Coy
walks his dog on "a rainy night in May" (426/427: 30), and in number twentysix,
he rides to the Bronx County Building on "a flawless day in June" (454: 40).
In addition to such references, Wolfe uses the thoughts and comments of the
characters themselves as "memory aids" to help the readers.Like the time
references, these seem to occur mainly in the second half of the novel, after the long
summary. For example, in number seventeen Martin and Goldberg's descriptions
of Sherman McCoy's apartment not only are humorous, but they provide the reader
with a playback of the previous installment.The same is true in number twenty-six,
where Sherman's visit with Maria literally is played back on the tape recorder. In
number twenty, Wolfe reminds his readers of something he hasn't mentioned since
the fourth installment eight months ago: "Larry Kramer's fellow assistant district
attorney Jimmy Caughey had dubbed Weiss 'Captain Ahab'.. .. What was this
Captain Ahab's white whale? ...Publicity" (447: 67).This remind s the reader
that Sherman McCoy is now the Great White Defendant, also mcnlioncd in numb,,.
four as the "dream" of assistant D.A.s like Larry Kramer. Wolfe uses num •rnus
other references and "recaps" such as these within tJ,e plot: and diulo •11

•

or rh . nov .1.

Therefore, the author's "memory aids" serve to assist the readers, und l'f ic
"memory struggles" of the various characters serve as ex.unples for the readers. But
ultimately, the readers themselves must use their own powers of memory to follo w
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and understand a serial novel. Obviously, the readers' memories becomes
increasingly important as the novel progresses and the installments begin to build
upon one another. However, as early as the third installment the readers must begin
using their memories to recall earlier scenes. In this installment, Sherman McCoy is
seen in one of the many restaurant settings, having lunch with a fairly young New
York crowd at the Auto Giro: "Just listen to them! The racket was extraordinary ..
. . so that if the place was one-third full, it sounded absolutely packed--and jf it was
nearly full, you felt as if you had at last slipped into the gullet in which the very roar,
the very excitement, of the city itself originated" (429: 29).This recalls the setting
of Judy McCoy's lunch at La Boue d'Argent in the previous installment, which
enhances the connection between Sherman and Judy: "The sound was exactly like
the sound an actor hears backstage before the curtain goes up on a play that
everyone, tout Je monde, must attend. Once there, everyone starts chattering away
out of the sheer excitement of being there at all, of being where things are hawening
... " (426: 16). Both characters are members of New York's high-life society,
and both are beginning to question the value of that society and of their marriage.
The similarity in "restaurant noises" also points to Wolfe's theme of universal
human vanity and superficiality.
In the seventh installment, Judy and Sherman attend a "high life" dinner party,
and there are many echoes here of Judy's earlier lunch with Lily Bradshaw at La
Boue d'Argent. Throughout the novel, many minor characters appear and reap1 car,
and the readers must search their memories to place where they have "heard lhat.
r
name before." Several characters f om the lunch at La Boue d'Arg nt. m- nlso

present at the del Ponces' party, including the novelist ardn<.:r cl· Oris .ind th.
"Patent Leather kid," Ferdi Cortez. The name of Red Pitt also is fll "lllion •d, uncl a
most important name, Maria, is heard in conversation. When Judy finall y is
introduced to Maria Ruskin, the readers realize almost along with Judy that this must
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be Sherman's mistress, the Maria he tried to call from the phone booth in the first
installment. The readers also remember Judy's earlier conversation with Lily, as
Judy is once again the "invisible wife":
There they were, all neatly arranged, or so it seemed to Judy, groups of
people with confident grins and glistening teeth, deep into conversation, as
perfectly formed as bouquets of flowers....It was like being at a dance.
There were the perfect bouquets, and then there were the wallflowers (433:
40).
The next installment, number eight, also contains a description of the noise at the
dinner party, reminding the readers of the earlier restaurant scenes: "Such laughter!
Gales of it! Such cackles! Such social confidence! And self-satisfaction! Euphoria
in the flesh! Judy gazed glumly at the eruption taking place at the other table" (434:
86).Wolfe includes many such dinners and restaurant scenarios throughout The
Bonfire of the Vanities.Meals are a prime time for social gatherings and for human
vanity to expose itself most glaringly, even in a jail cell later in the novel. Through
the use of their memories, the readers can connect all of these scenes with Wolfe's
major theme: pride, vanity, and superficiality, and the fact that these human
weaknesses appear among all types of people, regardless of their differences.
A scene in the eleventh installment also reminds the readers of a similar earlier
event.Sherman is riding in a taxi and has a difficult time understanding a song the
driver is singing: "He had his radio tuned to a station that played music with soir1
sort of pumping rhythm ....It sounded like nglish, but. it didn't sound lik
English.They seemed to be singing, 'Coal oh neater by far thnn hon ·y, cont 1)h
neater by far than honey' " (435: 96).This song really gratcs
· on Sh ·n11a11's 11 ·rv ·s,
as does Judy's earlier taxi ride in the second installment.The noise in her taxi also
is unbearable: "The receiving set of the radio was turned up to an intolerable level.
She could hear four or five voices out there somewhere, jabbering and waiJing like
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banshees. '...Jebooty morizzby nooka aaaaay koki koki koki matooky okay
okay ...'" (428: 15).Through such memories on the part of the readers, the
connections between Judy and Sherman become clearer.Even a noisy taxi ride, as
insignificant as it may seem, is a confrontation with an alien and undesirable element
for the McCoys.Both are becoming more and more anxious about their problems
and are beginning to realize that, no matter how much money they have, they cannot
be permanently protected from the rest of the world in their comfortable Pm:k
Avenue co-op.
In the fourteenth installment, the readers must recall a minor detail in an earlier
"accident scene" in order to make sense of the latest occun-ence in Wolfe's plot, the
appearance of a witness.The witness is described in this installment as "a large
black woman, about forty.... The woman weighed 180 pounds if she weighed
an ounce" (441: 40).She describes what she saw: " 'I was at my doorway when I
heard the most terrible screeching of tires out on the avenue, and a car came ...
hurtling .. .across traffic'" (441: 40).Sure enough, she is there back in the tenth
installment (two months earlier), slipped very subtly into the middle of Wolfe's
description of the accident:
A side street--he could see the one-way arrow pointing against him.No
choice! He came barreling into the block, barely missing a panel truck
parked on the corner. A short block--set at an odd angle--the lights of
another thoroughfare at the end--a big woman in the doorway. Even with
his foot on the brake he couldn't stop the skidding (436: 41-42).

Therefore, the readers' memories are important to verify that the witn ss, V ro11i

·;1

Ford, is telling the truth, at least from her viewpoint.
In one of the final installments, the readers again must recall the aclual accid 'Ill
scene which they read about eight months em·lier. A second witness, Mm·ia Ruskin,
testifies in court that she had remained calm when a gm1g of black youths
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surrounded Sherman McCoy's car, in which she was a passenger.However, she
claims that Sherman had panicked:

11

'He was very upset. I think he thought they

were going to try to break into the car.' 'But you didn't feel that way?' 'No'

11

(454: 40).Unlike Veronica Ford, this witness is definitely lying, as Wolfe has been
predicting she would.The readers can remember the opposite of Maria's testimony
in the actual scene from the tenth installment:
Before Sherman could even imagine what was happening, Maria stmted
pulling at him.. ..She was beside herself. She was an animal in panic.
. . .She was plunged into every European's nightmm·e of New
York--trapped in the evil streets at night, cornered by vicious urban
savages! (436: 41).

Here, Wolfe seems to be telling his readers that facts, not just feelings, do make a
difference in our world.Like witnesses to an accident, the readers of an installment
novel must pay attention to facts and details.
The readers' memories help them to appreciate not only such careful details
which are essential to the plot of The Bonfire of the Vanities, but Wolfe's humorous
style as well. He describes Sherman's apartment and his dress in detail in the
sixteenth installment, mentioning such things as the Wirtmark elevators, Sherman's
suit from Bergdorf Goodman, his Penhaligon cologne, the massive J.E.R.
Carpenter staircase, and the bookcases of Indian rosewood by Lum B. Lee: A
11

slightly Oriental version of a Manhattan sidewalk crowd was carved in high relief at:
the top ....The rosewood citizenry marched all the way around the cl!iling lin· or
the room, creating a frieze" (441: 59).In the very next: installm nt two w ·ks lal ·r.
the same things m·e described in detail by Detective Martin, who has a11 a11111si11gly
different viewpoint, as well as a strikingly different vocabuli.uy. For ex.amp!·, h · is
very impressed with Sherman's library:
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"It wasn't very big, but you should a seen this _____ up around the
ceiling"--he looked up and waved his hand in a sweeping motion--"there's
all these ___ people, carved outta wood, like crowds a people on the
sidewalk, and these shops and __ in the background. You never seen
anything like it" (444: 109).

In the same installment, Martin reveals his first impression of Sherman: " 'McCoy
comes walking out, and the guy looks like a banker. He has on this gray suit and
the whole thing. He don't look like a writer'" (444: 109). In the prevjous
installment, Sherman had experienced a similar first impression of Martin and
Goldberg: "The first thing he noticed was the spread-legged way they stood there.
How strange it all seemed! They looked like some sort of tough salesmen for a
burglar-alarm company or an asbestos-removal contractor" (443: 57, 59). As well
as being humorous, Wolfe makes the point in these two installments that the same
things appear quite differently when seen through the eyes of different people.
Also, a person's self-image or his or her preconceived notions about other people
often are quite different from reality. Through remembering and comparing these
quotations, the serial readers can identify another of the novel's themes--appearance
versus reality.
Another humorous comparison occurs in two installments towards the end of
Wolfe's novel. In number twenty-five, Peter Fallow introduces himself to Maria
Ruskin at her husband's funeral as the man who was with her husband when he
died. Fallow gives this description of the scenario: " 'I attempted artificial
respiration, and the police responded very rapidly .... We had just hud an
excellent runner and an excellent conversation. The last thin, I r·nic·rnlrr w:1s ynur
husband's wonderful laugh'" (452/453: 92). I lowcvcr, the r ad·rs ·;111 r ·111 ·ml> ·r
something entirely mfferent from the previous installment. Not Fallow, but anolh ·r
restaurant patron, had clumsily attempted the Heimlich maneuver. Much to the head
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waiter's dismay, the police were slow in aniving, and Fallow actually had been
rather bored with Ruskin's self-centered conversation. Finally, Ruskin's
"wonderful laugh" was not so wonderful at all: "The thought threw Ruskin into a
great phlegmy laugh, deep in his throat, and then the laugh turned into a coughing
spasm, and his face became very red" (451: 46). Thus, the serial readers' memories
help them appreciate another touch of Wolfe's humor, as well as another situation
where a character distorts reality to serve his own purposes.
As The Bonfire of the Vanities progresses, memory becomes more and m
ore
important in order for the readers to pick up the many symbols and echoes u
sed by
the author. In the twenty-second installment, Sherman is in jail in the Bronx, an
d
many details recall earlier scenes and characters. For example, a van of prisone
rs
arriving reminds the readers of the van of prisoners who had harrassed Judge
Kovitsky and Larry Kramer in an early installment. The cockroaches in Sherman's

jail cell recall the roaches in Peter Fallow's apartment. A minor character, one of

Reverend Bacon's followers, reappears at Sherman's hearing, and the readers

remember him from earlier scenes at Bacon's office and at a demonstration: "On e of
them was very tall and wore a gold eaning" (449: 62). A fascinating symbol for

Sherman himself also is found in this installment, if the readers can remember

Sherman's thoughts in the previous installment two weeks earlier: "He had the

feeling that one of them, Martin, Goldberg, the Angel, would just step on him , and

l2Ql2, that would be the end of that" (448, 46). Now, Sherman tries in vai n to rescue

a mouse' who faces the same fate after Sherman tosses him out of rhe cell: "The
mouse was lying on the floor. Tanooch stamped on it wir·h r.he he I of his sho'.

The animal lay flattened on the floor with its mouf'h 01 en" (44 : 5 ). Th 'r'for
\

through the use of memoiy the serial readers can rcalizt.: l'hat rile moust.: is a synibol

for Sherman and the fate he fears.

The readers' memories also help them apprecia te other themes of The Bonfire of
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the Vanities. For example, the theme of self-delusion is evident in two
"back-to-back" installments.Judy McCoy's first impression of Peter Fallow is not
at all favorable:
He looked even worse than her mind's own caricature of an English Fleet
Street grub working for a New York tabloid .... He wore a detachable
collar that sat out from the neckband of his shirt.The collar had a certain
fashionable pedigree, but this hint of dignity was subverted by the
exaggerated spread of the collar points, which gave the ensemble a Soho
flashiness--the London Soho, that is, the native quarter of the English
hustler (451: 44).

Peter Fallow's impression of his own looks, described in the previous installment
two weeks earlier, is radically different:
He was wearing his best shirt, which was from Bowring, Arundel & Co.
on Savile Row in London.The front had broad horizontal black stripes, an
inch apart, and the detachable collar was white and had a rakish spread.
Thus assuring himself that he looked like a serious, formidable and
successful Englishman, he had proceeded to his office (450: 51).

This theme of self-delusion is emphasized again in the second of these two
installments: "Judy regarded his British accent as part of his sleaziness.Fallow was
sure it commanded respect" (451: 44).
Memories of ear]jer installments are recalled in this same issue, and Wolfe seems
to be using these memories to tie the parts of the novel together over its ye.1r-long
publication.Peter Fallow has lunch with Judy Mc oy at the Regent's Purk
Restaurant, the same establishment where he received his "tip-orr• from /\I Land i1l
installment number fifteen (over four months earlier). Lat.er the same cby, Etlluw
has dinner at La Boue d'Argent, the classy restaurant where Judy and Lily met for
lunch in the second and third installments (eleven months earlier): "The dinner
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crowd seldom had the social cachet of the lunch crowd, but the place was packed
nonetheless and was roaring with conversation"(451: 45). The head waiter,
Raphael, is still there, and his behavior towards Fallow's wealthy dinner partner,
Arthur Ruskin, is typical of the earlier installments: ". . . the fawning began in
earnest. Raphael fairly leaped from behind his desk and his daybook"(451: 44).
Finally, Fallow writes a story on Ruskin's business venture after his untimely death
at La Boue d'Argent: "The headline read, DEAD TYCOON'S SECRET: KOSHER
747s to MECCA"(452: 55). This recalls Judy's earlier conversation with Sherman
in the ninth installment, where she tries to convince him to write the same story:
"'She kept saying, "It's a great story. This Jew, Arthur Ruskin, owns a charter
airline, and he's making a fortune hauling Arabs to Mecca in 747s." She kept
saying, "You can't pass this up"' " (435: 54). All of these references require the
use of the readers' memories over an extended period of time and serve to unify the
novel.
Installment number twenty-five, which is a summer double issue, consists of
three chapters which are packed with action and characters, several of whom the
readers haven't read for quite some time. This installment is a definite milestone
since it represents a year's time for the readers and author. Wolfe obviously is tying
together loose ends and beginning to bring The Bonfire of the Vanities to a close.
The mayor is featured again in this installment, and although he's been mentioned,
he really has not been heard from in detail since the first issue, which was published
a year ago. He has not changed, however, since he still is concerned primarily with
the upcoming election. He has changed in another way, however, and nn int ·r·sting
contradiction between author and artist can be noted through t'he use nf th· r·n I ·rs'
memories. In the winter double issue, installment number elev n, a

full-1

u, ·

illustration, the only one of its size, appears along with a summ,try of the first half or
the novel. The illustration consists of a caricature of several main characters, and the
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mayor is pictured as an extremely short, fat man. In this much later install
ment'
however, Wolfe describes the mayor's appearance quite differently: "And he
[Bishop Bottomley] was tall, even taller than the Mayor, who prided himself on his
big six-foot-two frame" (452/453: 74).
Another character whom the readers haven't seen since the third installment
resurfaces in this number. Lily Bradshaw, Judy's friend and a real estate agent,
calls to offer her services to help "unload" their apartment, should the need arise. Al
Land and Reverend Bacon also reappear to confront Peter Fallow ove r lunch, and
even socialites Red Pitt, Gardner de Bris, and the del Ponces show up for Arthur
Ruskin's funeral. Finally, Maria Ruskin, who has been in hiding since the accident

)

is there for the funeral, for a talk with Sherman, and for an interview with Lan-y

Kramer: "He [Kramer] was aware that she believed she had a special power where
men were concerned, and in that same moment he realized that her confidence was
part of her charm" (452/453: 96, 98). The readers might remember that they have
heard this description somewhere before, and it's from Sherman in installment
number twenty (two months earlier). Sherman's lawyer, Tommy Killian, describes
his own phone conversation with Maria: " 'She didn't say anything, pa'tickly, but

it was like your lips say no no no but your eyes say yes yes yes.' " Sherm an

replies, " 'Yeah. Just like your medium is the law, and my medium is writing.
That's her medium, all the men she's never met' " (447: 70). The reappear ance o f

all these characters and the readers' use of their memories help to unify the n ov el
over a year's time.
The readers' memories become extremely important in 11ndcrs1c1nding /Incl

appreciating the final installment of The BonCire of the Yi)nj(jcs. In this 1111mtk·r,
o
Judge Myron Kovitsky, who has not been one of the n vel's ·e111r�,1 ·h�1ra ., ·rs,
emerges as the "star" when he confronts an angry m ob after dismissing the Mc oy
case:
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His robes billowed out like enormous black wings.Before Bacon or, for
that matter, any of the people around him knew what was happening, he
had seized the microphone, and he bellowed in his huge fierce voice, "YOU
WANT MY-RON KO-VIT-SKY?" He turned toward Bacon and pointed
his finger at him and said, "You GOT My-ron Ko-vit-sky--and you gonna
LISTEN to My-ron Ko-vit-sky! DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR!" Bacon
was completely flustered.He stared.Then he said something, but the
microphone didn't pick it up, and he seemed glued to the spot.

Kovitsky's actions and Bacon's reactions seem perfectly normal and predictable
when the readers remember earlier descriptions of Kovitsky's behavior. In fact, the
whites of Kovitsky's eyes seem to be a recurring symbol of the force of his
personality throughout the novel. For example, in the fourth installment Kovitsky is
equally aggressive in confronting and silencing a van of prisoners who are harassing
him and assistant D.A.Larry Kramer: "He's walking straight toward the van.His
head is lowered.He's glaring. You can see the whites of his eyes. His pupils are
like two death rays burning just beneath his upper eyelids.Kramer has seen him
like this in court ... with his head lowered and his eyes ablaze" (430: 33).
Kovitsky appears again near the middle of the novel, this time in court: "He
looked like a hawk.You could see the whites of his eyes below the irises as he
scanned the room and its raggedy collection of humanity.He looked as if he were
about to strike....a judge like Kovitsky could still keep the mob in line with the
force of his personality" (439: 28).Finally, Kovitsky manages to control the mob in
his own courtrnom in the next-to-the-last installment: "Up at thcjucig 's b·nch,
beneath the inscription IN GOD WE TRUST, a thin bald hawk•nos 'cl man in hl:1 ·k
robes stood with his fists on top of his desk and his arms strai ht, as if h · w ·r • a
1

runner about to spring from the starting position.Sherman could see the whit ·s
beneath the itises as the judge's blazing eyes swept the crowd before him. The
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demonstrators grumbled but grew still" (454: 51).
The readers' memories also allow them to make an interesting comparison
between Kovitsky's triumph in the final installment and the Mayor's defeat in the
first installment.While the Mayor had been driven off the stage by an angry mob in
a public hall, Kovitsky's confrontation becomes his victory: "In point of fact, this
was the first moment in the twenty-five-year history of demonstrations by 'the
people' in New York that the target of a mob's wrath had materialized in their midst,
as if from out of a cloud, and confronted them" (455: 34).The ch,u:acter of Judge
Kovitsky is another way Wolfe provides unity for the novel, and the readers must
use their memories to make these connections.
Therefore, memory is an indispensable quality for installment readers to develop,
as well as an important theme of The Bonfire of the Vanities.The process of
reading is like an elaborate maypole dance, as the lives and memories of the readers
become entwined with the lives and memories of the novel's characters.For these
characters, life is moving at its usual fast pace.But for the readers, the "slices of
life" presented by Wolfe are stretched out in time, allowing the readers to make
detailed observations and reflections. The author also becomes involved in this
intricate interplay between character and readers, making the "dance" even more
interesting.He is there as choreographer, writing about the memories of various
characters and trying to help his readers remember important details at the same time.
At one point in The Bonfire of the Vanities. when Sherman McCoy is going through
the ordeal of being aJTested in the Bronx, he loses touch with some of his mcmori �s.
as well as with time: "There seemed to be a great deal of commolion in th room.
The press? How long had he been in this place? ... The lnll Englishman with th·
blond hair ...The reporters! So many of them! ... I lis nam · was .

. was .

. .Sherman couldn't put it all together" (449: 62).The readers of ..,.
''......._
" .......,,............,._,....,
the Vanities sometimes also must struggle to use their memories to "put it all
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together," but this aspect of installment reading is both rewarding and challenging.
Finally, it is made much easier because of the numerous techniques, the
"choreography," used by a writer such as Tom Wolfe.
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Chapter IV: Foresight and Patience
While memory is a thought process which is tied to the past, foresig
ht

and

patience both involve looking towards the future. These are also essen
tial qualities

for installment readers, who are constantly looking towards the next issue

'

w ondering what will happen to the characters of the novel. Foresight not only
involves making predictions, but asking the right questions, questions which the
author plants in the mind of his readers through foreshadowing and th rough the
foresight of the characters' own thoughts and dialogue. At the same ti me, the
readers must have patience to wait until the novel's next installment, or for many
installments, to find out the answers to their questions and the results of their
predictions. Actually, the readers have no choice in the matter, since the novel's
future chapters exist either in the mind of the author, on the desk of a publisher in a
far-away office somewhere, or perhaps in the local post office, waiting to be
delivered. While this is sometimes frustrating for readers, it also helps to create
excitement and anticipation in the reading process. I n The Bonfire of the Vanities,
foresight and patience, like memory, exist on various overlapping levels involving
the characters, author, and readers.
Foresight begins with the first installment and continues almost to the end of the
novel, since the final outcome of the plot does not really become eviden t un til
number twenty-six. In the very first chapter, the Mayor exhibit s foresight
concerning the upcoming election: "In November he would need thirly p ercent of
the combined black and Hispanic vote. He could no longer write l'hem off. ..
.
He couldn't let himself be cut off from Harlem, the Or nx and I rooklyn" (1 ()/1, ?:
19). He also realizes the impact that the "mob scene" he's i11 the rniddl · of will hav ·:

"It'll be on TV. The whole city will see it. They'll lo ve it. 1-farlem rises up! Whal a
show!" (426/427: 22). The mayor also predicts one of the novel's themes, the
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power struggles between the various New York ethnic groups, as he thinks about
those in power who have no foresight:
It's the Third World down there! Go visit the frontiers, you gutless
wonders! ...You poor fatties! You marshmallows! Hens! Cows! You
wait'll you have a Reverend Bacon for mayor and a City Council and a
Board of Estimate with a bunch of Reverend Bacons from one end of the
chamber to the other! You'll get to know them then, all right! (426/427:
22).

All of the Mayor's predictions set the tone for the novel and let the readers know
something of what The Bonfire of the Vanities will be about.
In the second chapter of the same installment, the Mayor's predictions about the
media coverage prove to be true: "The Mayor was right about one thing. The
madhouse in Harlem was on TV, and the whole city saw it ...and not only the
whole city but the whole country, plus England, France and Italy" (426/427: 22).
Simultaneously, assistant D.A.Larry Kramer is asking questions about his future
and the career rut in which he finds himself: "How did this happen? Why did he
still do it? Well, there™ a reason, but perhaps reason wasn't the word.Was
reason the word for anything on the Island?" (426/427: 27).As Sherman McCoy
prepares to walk his dog in the third chapter of this first installment, the author hints
that his future somehow will be linked to that of the Mayor and to Larry Kramer:
"But on this particular evening, twenty-four hours after the Mayor's Harlem
debacle, this man, who was soon to become familiar to the Mayor, to the Bronx
district attorney's office, and to the readers of the New York Post'. burn 1 with l'h,
urge to get out of this fabulous spread of his for thirty minutes" (4 6/4 7: 7).
Therefore, by the end of the first installment the readers probably are askjng
questions about all three characters, as well as wondering what will happen to
Sherman's ma.triage as a result of his affair with a woman known only as "Mada."
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Unlike volume novel readers, the serial readers also are aware at this point that they
will be waiting months for the answers to their questions.
The second installment is designed to leave the readers wondering if Sherman's
wife Judy, who has discovered his affair, faces the same fate as her divorced friend,
Lily Bradshaw.Lily's plight is quite grim: " 'Armie left me after fourteen years of
marriage, he left his two sons, he left us without two cents to rub together, and he
did it for a little twenty-four-year old

...and nobody blames Armie ...

They think I failed!'" (428: 18).As their lunch continues in the third installment,
Judy thinks the same thing: "But what would she herself ever have in New York, if
not Sherman's name? ...The awful prospect was not merely that what had
happened to Lily could, in fact, happen to her. It went beyond that to an emptiness
she could scarcely imagine" (429: 25).Sherman also is reflecting on the future and
resolves to end his affair, but the readers wonder if he really will have the
willpower: "He will go back to the office and call Maria from there.He'll tell
her--tell her in just so many words. Well ...no, he should see her . . .
Christ!--the way these girls look at you!" (429: 46). All of the characters introduced
so far have common goals for the future--they either are trying to obtain power or to
hold on to the power they already possess. Their worries about the future
emphasize another theme of the novel, the false security of wealth and status.
Wolfe often leaves his readers with questions or "teasers" at the end of an
installment, to give them something to think about between chapters and to keep
them "coming back for more." At the end of number four, the future of the dislri
attorney's office is foreshadowed by the author: "They were silting lh r waiting 1'1w
a beast which in the Bronx seemed as rare and exquisite as the uni ·orn.Th·y w ·r •
all waiting for the Great White Defendant" (430: 54). At the same tim·,th· nuthor
lets the readers know that Lan-y Kramer is up to something: "Jt was at that mo111c11t,
leaning back in a swivel chair with his right ankle resting on his left knee, that
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Kramer decided the time had come to light up the sky" (430: 54).Similarly, at the
end of the fifth installment, the readers know that tabloid writer Peter Fallow is in
trouble, and that he too must "light up the sky" soon in order to keep his job: "But
what he needed most were ideas and information--and how was he supposed to find
those sitting alone in the dreadful $1300-a-month hole he lived in?" (431: 104).
Though the readers have been following Wolfe's novel for over two months at
this point, their questions about all these characters and how their lives will change
must remain unanswered for quite a while.The next installment, number six,
concerns the Reverend Reginald Bacon, whose plans for the future also include
prestige and power, and the reader might be led to predict that Bacon will keep
things stirred up.Bacon has his own prophetic view of the future, which he
describes in frighteningly apocalyptic terms:
"You heard my mama in 'ere singing about the Millennial Days ...she
knows ...the Millennial days are coming.They are ...at hand. They
draw nigh. You heard about Judgment Day.That's the day it blows ...
see ...Harlem, the Bronx, Brooklyn--how much longer you think what
you own gon' make a damn bit a difference in Harlem, the Bronx, and
Brooklyn? They gon' blow, my friend....I'm your prudent broker ..
.on Judgment Day.I can con1r0l the Sk.filn. And on that day the owners of
capital ...oh, how happily will they exchange what they own ! .. .
how happily will they give up their very birthrights! --just to con.t.!:Ql that
wild and hungry Jikam" (432: 62).

Bacon's prophetic statements are similar to the Mayor's in the first: installment·, and
the readers wonder at this point if and when they will be fulfilled.
At the beginning of the ninth installment, Sherman Mc oy not: only , ·l'I ·ets on
his past but also on the impossibility of predicting the future:
Sherman was filled with wonder .. . He was astonished to be where he
was.How could it happen? Who could have foreseen that he, Sherman
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McCoy, so young [in 1964] would be lying in a field of grass clear across
the continent alongside an asphalt warpath from which these behemoth
black machines went pounding into the sky? How did such things come to
pass? It was mysterious and unsettling. He felt pulled up by the roots.
How easy it was in this world to become dislocated! (435: 53).

The readers also can reflect on Sherman's future--will he soon become "dislocated"
again? By the end of this installment, it finalJy is possible for the readers to foresee
how the multitude of characters introduced by Wolfe so far might become
connected. As Sherman becomes lost in the Bronx and struggles for control of his
car, the readers probably can predict that there will be an accident, and that the
ensuing mess could involve all of the characters in a legal and political quagmire.
However, like Sherman, the readers also probably recognize the impossibility of
accurately predicting future events, both for their own lives and for the outcome of
Wolfe's novel.
The accident does occur in the next installment, though Sherman seems to be free
from public blame for the time being. He tells his story to the police, omitting
everything about his mistress having been in the car with him, and then he wonders
if he did the right thing and what the future results will be:
What difference did it make to the boy lying the the gutter? None at all
Nobody had seen it. That whole mob of gawkers, and nobody had seen it.
But suppose someone had! Suppose they found out! His heartbeats had a
light nervous rasp, like the beats of a snare drum. If so--too late now! (436:
44).

The readers instinctively can suspect that Sherman's true story will b dis ·ov•r 'd
and that all the characters introduced up to this point will become involv ·d. Th•
question raised now is: What has happened to Maria?
Two weeks later, in installment number eleven, the readers learn that MaJia is
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indeed safe at home, but they are led to believe, along with Sherman, that she may
not prove to be the perfect witness on Sherman's behalf: "She's already saying,
'.Ym! hit him,' as if it had nothing to do with her, as if she hadn't caused the car to
go out of control.She was already separating herself from the matter, and he had
made it easy for her ... He'd better reel her back into the situation!" (437/438:
99).

At the end of the installment, the readers also learn that the accident victim,

Henry Lamb, is in critical condition, that (as Sherman feared) a witness (who saw
Maria running away) fill.S.-Come forward, and that Larry Kramer has received this
information over the telephone. Since this is the winter double issue, marking the
first half of The Bonfire of the Vanities, the readers might wonder how Wolfe
possibly can finish this novel in approximately twelve more installments (six
months), since there are so many characters now and so much that could happen to
them. The nineteenth-century serial readers might have wondered the same thing
about a novel such as Dicken's Bleak House, where a multitude of characters and
situations are introduced almost until the end of the book. The readers' doubts later
prove to be somewhat valid, since Wolfe does take two extra installments beyond
the summer double issue to finish his novel.
Nevertheless, at this point the end is another six months for the readers of The
Bonfire of the Vanities, and foresight continues be both important and irresistible.
Assistant D.A. Kramer realizes who Sherman McCoy is and that this writer's case
will be a big prize: "He didn't want anybody screwing around with ...his case.
After all, if it turned out he was right--well, he was the one who had put two and
two together" (439: 27). At the same time, the author gives his readas anolh •r hin1
of what's to come: "New York was full of lawyers who were t ·rrifi ·cl of 1ri;1ls.
And they were most petrified of the sort of trial that: was Kram ·r's tori •:
confronting criminals in a courtroom and prosecuting l'hem and convictin, th �m of
killing other human beings" (439, 27).L,ui·y Kramer continues to wonder if his
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own future might be as depressing as that of a fellow attorney, as he reflects on how
quickly time passes:
This man had once been, as Kramer was now, an assistant district attorney.
Bing! Bing! Bing! Thirty years had gone by, and here he was finishing
out his career in private practice, representing these poor incompetents,
including the 18-Bs, the ones who couldn't afford lawyers. Bing! Bing!
Bing! Not a very long time, thirty years (440: 43).

This installment (thirteen) continues to give a grim picture of the legal system, and
the readers realize what Sherman McCoy will be up against when ( or ill his case
comes to trial.
With installment number fourteen, the readers meet Rev. Bacon's witness and
hear some predictions from Detective Martin which do prove to be true by the end of
the novel: " 'There's gotta be some money in it. And if he's bringing the Black and
Latin Solidarity into it, I know he can see some kind of play' " (441: 50). The
readers might predict that Peter Fallow and his tabloid will appear next to take
advantage of the McCoy case, and two weeks later, there he is: "He told Land's
story [about Bacon's witness to the accident] with many embellishments. . . . He
made no mention of Al Land" (442: 77). Now the readers probably are ready to
hear about Sherman again, and Wolfe takes up the story basically from his and
Judy's viewpoints for the next three installments.
Sherman's new criminal lawyer, Tommy Killian, has real insight into what is
going on at this point:

11

'There's two possibilities. One, they've found a witness,

and they really think they have a case, or two, they're tempted. Th y lik • 1h, i kn or
going after you' " (444: 112). Killian is right: on both counts, und h · also pr·di ·1s
for Sherman and the readers the importance of Maria as a w.ilness: " 'Sh ·'s your
ticket outta this. I hope you realize that' (444: 112). A great deal of description is
11

given of Judy and Sherman's material possessions at this point in the novel,
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emphasizing how much they have to lose.The theme of another type of "vanity"
concerning the future--the assumption that wealth can isolate a person and make him
immune to the problems of "those other people"--is emphasized here.The McCoys
know, and the readers know, that Sherman himself may soon be "A Man in Slices,"
which is the title of his best-selling novel.The Celebrated Writer's safe, secure
world is about to blow up, and the Great Observer will soon learn about "real life"
as a firsthand participant.Once again, though, the readers have no idea how much
longer they must wait to see what does happen to Sherman.
The blow-up finally begins a month later in number nineteen, as Reverend
Bacon's followers stage a demonstration at the accident scene in the Bronx.The
demonstration and media coverage bring together almost all the different characters
in the novel, as might have been foreseen earlier by the readers and foreshadowed
many times by Wolfe.The two worlds of the high life and low life meet on the
television screen, symbolizing Sherman's fate: "There was Sherman! Under a
marquee on Park Avenue! Coming straight toward you, his hand up, the very
picture of wealth ...and guilt! Then the streets of the Bronx again ...waves
and waves of demonstrators ...in colossal numbers ...with terrifying visages!"
(446: 63).Here the readers probably feel that soon Sherman will meet these people
at a much closer range than his television set!
Sherman's own foresight gives him trouble as he tries to sleep on the night
before his arrest: "Last night, as long as he was talking to Killian, he had it worked
out in his mind. It wasn't going to be so bad ...lt would not be like the ordinury
arrest ...Like what, then? A VTP arrest? His heart began poun lint) npain. 11 •
tried to picture how it was going to be" (447: 68). While Sherman go ·s througli
every step of the arrest in his mind, he focuses on key words us ·d by Killiu11, :w ·Ii
as "Central Booking," "pen," and "upstairs." As Sherman struggles with his
thoughts, Wolfe give his readers a very realistic description of foresight turned to
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worry:
Sherman closed his eyes.He had to stop thinking.He had to sleep. He
tried to focus on an imaginary point between his eyes.He could see some
dim eye movies, some curling forms, and out of them came ... a pair of
puffy sleeves ...The old tweed suit.A white shirt and a tweed suit.To
&o to jail! (447: 70).

Installments number twenty-one and twenty-two continue with the story of
Sherman's "VIP arrest," and like his memories during this time, Sherman's
thoughts about the future are frightening, particularly as he faces the other prisoners
in the cell: "He was seized with the terrible fear that they would take him to be a
lunatic, the sort of hopeless case� would slaughter at their leisure" (449: 48).At
the end of this installment, Sherman vows that, no matter what, his future will never
include going back to jail: " 'Killian, said Sherman, 'there's only one thing that's
clear. I'm not going back inside that .. . place .. . ever, and I don't care what it
takes to keep me out.Even if I have to stick a shotgun banel in my mouth' " (449:
62). The readers therefore have one main question: Will Sherman commit suicide
rather than go to jail, or will Killian be able to get him off and prove that he's
actually innocent? The cards are certainly stacked against Sherman's future at this
point, and Wolfe must settle this question in only a few more installments.
The twenty-third installment gives the readers an interesting look at D.A.Abe
Weiss' view of the future, as well as his memories of the past. Like the Mayor and
Rev.Bacon, Weiss realizes tJ1at the power structure is constantly changing: "
'Christ, when I was a boy, the Bronx had a WASP for a borough 1 r ·sicl 'nt: ..
Then came the Irish ...And now who runs it? Jews and Italians but lur how
long? There's none down there on the street, so how long arc th ·1 • gonna b • J ·ws
and Italians up here in this building?' " (450: 54).Weiss also has his own
"philosophy" and plan for the future, in order to remain in power: " 'But that's New
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York--and this is the Laboratory of Human Relations. And right now what we gotta
do is send signals to those people down there on those streets that we know they're
a part a New York. We have a sworn duty to represent those people down there' "
(450: 54). Weiss obviously plans to use the McCoy case to "send signals" to the
people of the Bronx, and he is cheering Larry Kramer on. In the same installment,
Judy McCoy is thinking dreadful thoughts of the future: "Judy felt like a prisoner,
waiting for whatever final form the destruction would take....Not even Sherman
was plunged into such a bottomless despair" (450: 85). At the end of this chapter,
Judy calls Peter Fallow on the phone, and the readers are led to believe she will give
him the information he needs about Maria.
For a long time the readers probably have been waiting and expecting Maria
Ruskin to reappear, but with each new installment she is still missing, having gone
to Europe to avoid becoming involved in the McCoy case. Maria is the "key
witness" case, and with her continued absence, Wolfe seems to be accomplishing
two things: he is teaching his readers to be patient, and he is building suspense and
anticipation. With the death of Maria's husband in the twenty-fourth installment, the
readers know she will have to come back home for his funeral. Maria finally
appears in number twenty-five and is confronted by Kramer, Fallow, and McCoy.
After her conversations with each of them, the readers can be fairly sure that she will
not tell the truth at Sherman's trial because she too fears the future: "Already she
had been pulled down from her Fifth Avenue eminence and exposed to the rogue
voltage of the criminal-justice system in the Bronx" (452/453: 98). Larry Kramer
envisions his own future in glowing colors at this point: "Kramer didn't pr t nd to
understand women in any profound way. But they were enchant d by pow·r. Th111
much he knew. And for the next six months, she I Maria I w ulcl be tot11lly
dependent on him" (452/453: 98). Sherman, on the other hand, is still in despair
after his taped conversation with Maria: "On his way down in the elevator, Sherman
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was furious and depressed. He had gotten nothing!" (452/453: 108).
The readers might hold a similar view of things at this point, expecting
Sherman's doom to come soon and conclude the novel. This reader, in any case,
had overlooked the same parts of Sherman's conversation with Maria that Sherman
also overlooked--her remarks about Larry Kramer. In the twenty-sixth installment,
after Maria's "impressive" testimony, Judge Kovitsky hears the tape and picks up on
one important statement by Maria: " 'I told him [Kramer] the newspaper story was
essentially correct, and he warned me against saying that'" (454: 53). The readers
now can realize what the final outcome will be. The tables are turned, so to speak,
as Judge Kovitsky now foresees problems for Kramer and Maria Ruskin, rather
than for Sherman McCoy: " Depending on what she told the grand jury,' said
Kovitsky, 'you may have a charge of perjury pending here, and you may have a
charge of subornation to perjury in either case'" (454: 53).
With the novel's final installment, the readers anxiously await the resolution of all
of their predictions, foresights, and prophecies. The readers have been prepared for
Judge Kovitsky to throw the McCoy case out of court but might not necessarily
expect such a stirring conclusion, with Kovitsky's moving speech on justice and
decency. This reader had not realized the importance of Kovitsky as a character until
the final chapter. Suddenly, the earlier descriptions of him came back to mind and
took on a much greater significance. This chapter (XXXI) closes the McCoy case,
and Wolfe then gives his readers an Epilogue, explaining what ultimately happens to
each chm·acter as a result of the case's outcome. Wolfe himself had predicted 1'11at
the ending would be "happy, but remember that happy endings arc sometimes n littl
sad." This statement, which seemed to be vague at the time, proves to b • 1ru
None of the characters is completely ruined, and some have l rofi1 ·d a gr·ut d •ul.
The sadness is that most of the characters have not really learned much from the
whole episode, and, although changes have occtmed, the readers probably realize
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that their lives will continue in much the same patterns.Therefore, even at the
novel's conclusion, the readers might still be making predictions about the characters
of The Bonfire of the Vanities, who have become so real to them by now.
For over a year, the readers have been enjoying and anticipating these "slices of
life" in New York presented by Wolfe, and they probably are soITy to see this
experience end.Part of the excitement of the reading process has been the fun of
anticipating and predicting what each new installment of Wolfe's novel might hold in
store.However, the readers also have learned an important lesson about the limits
of their own foresight, whether predicting the events of a novel or the future of their
own lives.Foresight certainly can be developed and is a useful quality, but one can
never absolutely depend upon his or her own ability to predict the future. In T he
Bonfire of the Vanities, Wolfe skillfully foreshadows future events, yet he never
gives his readers enough information to know exactly what the novel's outcome will
be. The readers have learned that false security is indeed a form of vanity, through
Wolfe's emphasis on this theme and their own faulty predictions.
In addition to foresight, readers needs a great deal of patience to enjoy a serial
novel. Sometimes readers of a single-volume novel can become so involved in a
story and its characters that they will sit up all night and read, just to find out how
the novel ends.No matter how much the readers of The Bonfire of the Vanities.
might have wanted to do this, it was absolutely impossible, and they were forced to
wait at least two weeks and sometimes a month between installments.Wolfe
provides many examples of patience (or the lack of it) through 1he situations in
which his characters find themselves. Like the readers, most: of them ar" wailing fM
something throughout the novel. Larry Kramer, as well as 1·he 01h ·r nssistnn1
D.A.s, is waiting for the Great White Defendant and for his chanc -- 10 nwk · i1 bi, in
the legal profession, when he finally discovers Sherman Mc oy: "It's gotla be you
. ..It's gotta be you ...I've wandered around and finally found it's gotta be
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you ....Eight sixteen Park Avenue.It must be the one" (439: 56).Peter Fallow
is waiting for the sensational story that will save his job, and Rev.Bacon waits and
prepares for his chance to become "Lord of the Steam," as he proclaims in the final
installment: " 'But we can wait, brothers and sisters ...we can wait. ... We
waited this long, and we got no place more to go. WE CAN WAIT!"' (455: 34).
Similarly, Sherman and Judy McCoy are forced to wait in suspense to find out
what Sherman's fate will be. Sherman's arrest ordeal provides the reader with an
example of forced patience in an extremely uncomfortable situation:
Sherman's fear was rapidly supplanted by tedium.The minutes crawled
by.His left hip joint began to hurt.He shifted his weight to the right, and
his back hurt.Then his right hip joint hurt. The floor was tile.The walls
were tile.He rolled up his jacket to create a cushion.He put it on the floor,
next to the wall, and sat down and leaned back.The jacket was damp, and
so were his pants.His bladder was beginning to fill, and he could feel little
knives of gas in his bowels (449: 48).

Finally, for the sake of appearances Sherman and Judy must wait to read something,
not unlike the readers of The Bonfire of the Vanities.When the story of his accident
first "breaks," Sherman can hardly restrain himself:
Sherman bought the early editions of the Times, the Daily News, and the
Eo.s.t....Back out on Lexington Avenue, Sherman could feel the
newpapers sizzling under his arms. He wanted to stop right there and go
through the newspapers page by page. But suppose someone saw him? l lc
turned the corner and walked back toward 8 'I 6 Park. The ncwspap rs
sizzled and sizzled (443: 36).
Two installments later, a new story appears in The City Li�l.lt, ,md Judy M · 'oy
faces similar emotions after she manages to purchase a copy and c�trry it home
hidden in a paper bag:
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She started to take the newspaper out in the elevator, but she knew she
would have to put it back into the bag when she entered the apartment,
because Inez would see her. She didn't want Inez to see her acting like
Sherman, ransacking the newspaper in a dreadful quest, even though Inez
would know whatever there was to know soon enough (445: 53).

Therefore, waiting to read something often requires great patience for the
characters of The Bonfire of the Vanities as well as for the readers of such an
installment novel. Wolfe often sharpens anticipation and makes patience more
difficult by providing "cliff-hangers" at the end of an installment to keep his readers
"panting for more." Patience becomes more and more important as the novel
progresses and the readers become increasingly involved in the lives of the
characters. However, there are three particular places in The Bonfire of the Vanitie. s
where a reader's sense of anticipation and need for patience seem to reach a peak. In
the first eight installments (approximately one-third of the novel) Wolfe mainly is
introducing characters and various social situations. But with installment number
nine, the action really picks up, and the readers are left with Sherman and Maria's
car surrounded by a street gang in the Bronx. This is a perfect example of one of
Wolfe's cliff-hanger endings:
Maria looked at Sherman. Her eyes were enormous--pure panic.
"Sherman. Do something. Do somethini;!"
"I can'tjust--"
"I .Q.iill! Change seats with me!"
"I--"
"Now!�! RIGHT NOW!" (435: 88).

Another crucial point occurs about two-thirds through the nov ·l, wh ·n Sh ·nnan
is finally arrested. The an·est process and Sherman's resulting ordeal cover three
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installments (numbers twenty through twenty-two) over a six-week time period, and
the reader once again is left hanging by Wolfe. At the end of number twenty,
Sherman himself is left waiting in line outside the Bronx County Building in the rain
and is being harrassed by reporters:
Sherman stood there with his shoulders drenched and bowed. He could
feel the sopping jacket weighing down on his wrists. Over Killian's
shoulder he could see a thicket of microphones. He could hear the cameras
whining away. The horrible fire in their faces! He wanted to die. He had
never really wanted to die before . . . ( 44 7, 84).

The readers probably wonder how long Sherman will have to wait and then realize
that they themselves will have to wait two weeks to find out! The end of the next
installment finds Sherman in an even more perilous situation, locked inside a jail cell
with several "tough characters," where anything might happen: "The bars shut
behind him. Sherman stared at the Latins, who were sitting on the ledge. They
stared back, all but the tall one, who still had his head down, rolling his elbows in
the vomit on his knees. . . . It was a toilet, for the refuse of humanity, and the
meat spigot was on" (448: 64). By the end of the twenty-second installment, the
readers know that Sherman has escaped jail for the time being, but will he be forced
to return?
A final test of the readers' patience occurs at the end of The Bonfire of the
Vanities. The summer double issue leaves Sherman feeling very depressed and
guilty over his taped interview with Maria: "Only then did it. dawn on him I hut he
had just delivered a sermon on the subject: of conscience while wir d frnm his h ·nn
to his backbone with a hidden microphone" (452/453: 108). Th· co11 ·lusion 1h ·11 is
promised for the next issue, and since this is a double issue, the r ·a I ·rs must wail
an entire month to find out what ultimately happens to Sherman Mc oy, as well as
to the other characters whose lives the readers are so involved with by now.
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However, when this issue finally arrives, this reader was shocked to discover that at
the end of this chapter she once again was promised the conclusion in the next issue!
The readers' patience is finally rewarded with the arrival of the conclusion in
installment number twenty-seven. This reader also was amazed and delighted with
the way that Wolfe "tied up loose ends" and resolved the fate of all the characters by
the final chapter and epilogue. Wolfe himself said that he thinks the greatest serial
novelist was Emile Z:Ola because of the way Z:Ola neatly tied everything together in
the end.
If the readers did not already possess patience, they ce11ainly have learned it to
some extent after all of the "waiting periods" endured between installments over a
year's time period. Therefore, the reading process for a serial novel is definitely
different from that of a single-volume novel, whose readers ordinarily are not forced
to withstand such long interruptions. The readers of The Bonfire of the Vanities
also have learned about another typical human vanity, through the characters of the
novel and through their own sometimes faulty predictions. This vanity, which is
one of the novel's themes, is the notion that one can possess perfect foresight and
can control his or her own future. In the novel's next-to-the-last installment,
Sherman McCoy reflects on the relative shortness of a person's life, comparing it to
the twenty-four-hour lifespan of a mayfly, and the futility of trying to control one's
life or to predict the future: "Perhaps God or Loki or Ahor looked down from on
high and watched these organisms and chuckled or shook his head at what such
creatures did with that frenzied fluttering moment IJ1ey called 'my life' " (454: 52).
Like Sherman, the readers also ,u-e led to reflect on their own limitations nnd "lnck ol
control," and foresight is developed in the sense that it becomes rn }re c1111tio11s 11nd
less assured, less optimistic. These "lessons" concerning foresi d1t and puti •n ·, � 1 r.
more dramatically evident because of the expanded lime frame and the unique
reading process involved in The Bonfire of the Vanities.
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Chapter V: Reflection

Reflection is defined by Webster's as follows: "the fixing of the mind on some
subject; serious thought; contemplation," and also as "the result of such thought,
idea or conclusion, especially if expressed in words." Reflection is therefore a
thought process involving all of the abilities or skills discussed in previous chapters:
the ability to make connections, memory, foresight, and patience. Novel readers are
usually led by the author to make reflections on the deeper meanings of the work and
to understand symbols and themes beyond the mere plot or story. While the readers
of a novel in single volume form might pause to reflect after having read the entire
work, installment readers have an advantage. They have the extended time period
between installments to reflect on each stage of the work as it progresses--to see the
importance and meaning of each part, as well as the message of the whole work.
Readers of a serial novel also have more time to relate these reflections to their own
lives, to what actually has been happening to them between installments. The
themes and symbols of the novel have more time to "sink in," to become a part of
the serial readers' lives and personal experiences.
The Bonfire of the Vanities is full of symbols and themes, or subjects for
reflection, many which have been mentioned in the preceding chapters. The title of
the novel itself immediately provides the readers with a clue to the major symbol of
Wolfe's work--fire. This image is not simply evident at the beginning or end of
Wolfe's novel; it is there throughout the process of reading, evident in one form or
another in almost every installment. The "fire symbol" is used not only to cl ·scrih,
the destruction of human vanity, as the title implies, but: it also is us ·o to r ·pr ·s 'Ill
vm-ious human emotions and to characterize certain settings and pall ·rns of huuw 11
behavior. Wolfe employs this image in connecti.on with almost: every major
chm·acter, and he increases its intensity as the novel progresses, building suspen 'e
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and anticipation for his readers.A related symbol, light, also appears frequently in
The Bonfire of the Vanities.These symbols heighten the readers' abilities to reflect
on the novel's themes, as well as to make connections between parts and to exercise
their qualities of memory, foresight, and patience.
Wolfe subtly begins using the fire symbol in the first installment.The readers
already have been "set up" to look for it, both by the title of the novel itself and by
the illustration or logo for the novel, a group of burning buildings. The Mayor's
"Harlem debacle" is seen by the entire world on television the next morning as a
political "Armageddon" (426/427: 24), which brings to mind images of destruction,
fire, and brimstone.The Bronx County Building, where Larry Kramer works, is
described in electrical terms as "the Island! ...the Power! ...and the voltage"
(426/427: 27). Sherman McCoy, in a comically impatient moment, is a man who
"burned with the urge to get out of this fabulous spread of his for thirty minutes"
(426/427: 27).The fire symbol also characterizes the ambitions of the rich to live in
a Park Avenue co-op:
0 takeover princes, perfume-franchise queens, gas tax-shelter kings,
. . . 0 megalomaniacal Denver circulatory-system surgeons and Cincinnati
heiresses yearning to make the party-pages of W--which of you has not felt
the name of J.Edwin R.Carpenter [an architect] burning in your heart like
valvulitis? (426/427: 27).

Therefore, Wolfe reminds his readers in the first installment that fire can be both
powerful and destructive, and that fire burns symbolically within humans
themselves.The fire symbol already is causing the serial readers to att mpt 10 us•
foresight--they wonder which characters, of the ones who hav · b' ·11 intro luc ·d in
this first issue, will benefit from the "bonfire" and which ultimat ·ly will b ·
destroyed by it.The readers also wonder if Wolfe's bonfire will be strictly
symbolical, or if New York will actually go up in flames, as the illustration
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suggests.
In the second installment, the atmosphere of the high-life restaurant, La Boue
d'Argent, is described in steamy terms: "Behind the screen came the sound of
voices, which seemed to be rising to a furious boil . . . until everybody's face is
boiling away with words and grins and laughs that burst out whether anything the
least bit funny has been said or not" (426: 16). Social climber Lily Bradshaw has an
appropriately fiery look: "Her face consisted of a pair of blazing eyes, real New
York Lunch eyes . . . Her eyes and the sides of her cheekbones were heavily made
up, to the point where they looked like an Indian sunset . . . Lily lit up the captain
with her 300-watt eyes, and he came over" (428: 16, 18). Therefore, fire is used in
this installment to symbolize the quest for power, wealth, and social status.
Judge Myron Kovitsky is described in hot terms in installment number four:
"The grisly esprit of the prison van uprising fizzles in the face of this furious blazing
little steel rod of a man" (430: 33). As mentioned in a previous chapter, the "whites
of his eyes" are a recurring symbol for Judge Kovitsky, and so is the word
"blazing." For this character, fire also symbolizes power, but it is a power
originating from the force of his personality alone, rather than from wealth or social
status. In the table of contents for this issue, the description of the fourth installment
appears as follows: "The Bronx is our new scene of conflagration , as 'The Bonfire
of the Vanities' burns on" (430: 5). Thus fire is not only a symbol used in the novel
itself, but it becomes a symbol used by Rollin!;! Stone for the progression of W ol fe's
serial novel over a period of time.
In the fifth installment, Wolfe uses fire to illustrate anol'hcr human vanity, th·
desire for revenge. Publisher Gerald Steiner, wh sc tabloid is ironi ·ally narr, ·d l.w.:.
City Lii;!ht, hopes to use Peter Fallow's sensational stories for p ·rsonal r ·v ·11, •:
"In any case, he [Steiner] looked with genuine relish upon the prospect of P ·ter
Fallow building a nice toasty bonfire under all the nobs who looked down on him"
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(431: 68). Unfortunately for Steiner, Fallow is hooked on another type of "fire."
He arrives at work dreadfully hung over and takes another nip from a hidden bottle:
"His face was on fire" (431: 66).
Wolfe's fiery character descriptions reach a peak in the sixth installment, with the
Reverend Reginald Bacon's comparison of power to the ability to control a steam
boiler:
"I don' suppose you ain' ever work in a boiler room. I did,.People own
the .h.Qilers ... but that don't do them a damn bit a good 'less they know
how to conl!:Ql the� ... see ...If you can't con.1I.Ql the steam .. .
then it's Powder Valley for you and your whole gang.And if you ever seen
a steam boiler go out a control, then you seen a whole lot a people running
for their lives" (432: 62).

Thus by the end of the sixth installment, Wolfe has introduced most of the major
characters, associating each of them in some way with fire. These fiery references
help the serial readers to connect these characters with each other over the three
months that have passed so far in the novel's publication--each one seems to have
his own particular brand of weakness or vanity.The fire image also is continuing to
trigger the readers' foresight; they wonder now when the actual "bonfire" will begin,
which character or group of characters will start it, and which ones can "control the
steam."
The table of contents' description of the eighth installment again refers to fire:
"In the tenth chapter of 'The Bonfire of the Vanities,' the elebrated Writ.er descends
into the social inferno and tries not to get: singed" (434: 5). The hi);'h lire dinn 'r
party of this chapter is definitely a "social inferno," wi l'h ref'er ·nc"s to Ii1" l)1)ppi 11

,

up everywhere. The first sentence describes the party's setting: "Th· cl ·I Pone •s'
dining-room walls had been painted with so many coats of burnt-orange
lacquer--fourteen in all--they had the glassy brilliance of a pond reflecting a campfire
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at night" (434: 49). Sherman soon finds himself in an uncomfortable position,
seated next to his mistress: ". . . through the fiendish workings of Fate, Sherman
was seated next to Maria. Exactly! Directly across from him, facing him, scarcely
fifteen feet away, at the other table, sat Judy. Sherman felt on fire. The flames were
licking at his feet" (434: 49). Even a very minor character, AFL-CIO president
Herbert Schneider, "looked like a fire hydrant wearing a blue suit--like a fire hydrant
and a splendid fellow!" (434, 50). The host has a fiery, explosive laugh: "Leon de!
Ponce's eyes blazed and his mouth opened and his insane cackle shrieked straight up
to the supracoloratura altitudes until the room was consumed in fiery dm·kness and
exploding particles of gay glitter and gay laughter" (434: 86). In this chapter,
Wolfe's characters, with their separate fiery vanities, "blaze up" even more when
they are all together in one room, and because of the fire image, the readers are made
even more aware of this connection of "common vanity" between them.
By the tenth installment, the story's action has begun, and Wolfe begins to use
the fire image to describe the fear of characters caught up in a situation beyond their
control. Maria Ruskin fears an attack in the Bronx: "She was beside herself. She
was an animal in panic. She who was so much the cool European, so much the
arbiter of the poor feckless Americans--she had just gone up in flames! In the jungle
mode!" (436: 41). In the next installment, the winter double issue, Sherman fears
recognition by the police: "Sherman's fear began to burn like a fever. He felt as if
he were aglow with a noxious and unmistakable aura of notoriety and that at any
moment someone in the station house, some detective, some pa t rolman, someone in
the mob of yammering civilians just outside the door, would no1'i e hiss il'l'I 'I'

1111rn

and cry out, 'That's him' " (437/438: 94). Thus, in this instalhT1·nt two w "ks l�il

'1\

the fire image serves to connect the cl1c:m1cters of Sherman and Mariu 1hrou ih h
t ·ir
common fear.
Sherman's fear subsides for awhile, as does Wolfe's use of the fire symbol. The
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next four installments deal with the slow, ineffective legal system and with the
processes by which information is exchanged among various characters.It's as if
the fire is smouldering, waiting to flare up once again.During this two-month
period, the readers are waiting for Sherman's situation to "break wide open," and
the readers also must wait patiently for the fire image to appear once again.It is
mentioned very briefly in the fifteenth installment by lawyer Al Land, who is giving
out some hot information to tabloid writer Peter Fallow. Land refers to another type
of "group fire" phenomenon, the power of rumor and the rapidity with which it can
spread: " 'The word gets around in the ghetto.It's like a grass fire' " (442: 76).
This statement also reminds the readers of an important theme of The Bonfire of the
Vanities--the connections between the high life and the low life. Neither social
group is immune to human weaknesses and vanities.
The fire image, again symbolizing Sherman's fear and dread, reappears in the
sixteenth installment.The subtitle for this chapter is "The Sizzle . . .the Sandman
...and the Big Wink" (443: 35). As Sherman walks home after buying several
newspapers, he can feel them "sizzling under his arm" (443: 36).In this case, fire
represents not only fear but impatience, as mentioned in a previous chapter. Later
that same day (and same installment) Sherman finds himself in an extremely
uncomfortable situation when he is questioned by the police in his own apartment:
"He felt an odd sensation in his brain and seemed to perceive a hissing sound, like
the sound of steam rising" (443, 60).
Light, as well as fire, plays a symbolic role in this installment. While light
usually is perceived as a positive symbol, it can also be dcslrucliv" ilnd lcmful ton
person who is trying to hide something. Everything surroun lin • Sh rmnn s "n1s tq
be bright and fulJ of light, pointing not only to his wealth but l'O l'h · fact tJ1ut his
whole life is being illuminated for the general public's inspection. Outside his
apartment, the yellow tulips "seemed to be made of the sun itself' (443: 35). Inside,
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in Sherman's bedroom, "Only the sheet of undercurtains covered the windows.
They picked up the morning sunlight and diffused it into an ambrosial glow. A
dozen silver objects lay on Judy's dressing table. They gleamed and winked in the
light" (443: 36).
At this point the readers need to use their memmies to compare these descriptions
to the images of Peter Fallow's apartment from the previous installment, two weeks
earlier. They provide a direct contrast to Sherman's environment:
The bedroom got light only between one and two in the afternoon, when
the sun moved between two buildings on its trip across the southern sky.
The other rooms, the bathroom, the kitchen and the living room, never got
any sun at all. . . . Fallow no longer turned on the light in the bathroom at
all. He depended solely on the sickly blue dawn provided by the overhead
fluorescent light in the passageway outside (442: 47).

While Sherman's fear is of being exposed, Fallow fears living in the dark, having
nothing 1Q. expose--no hot news items. Therefore, it's not surprising that by the end
of this installment, when Fallow gets the "scoop" from Al Land, "He began
swimming deftly up from the bottom of the lake, heading for the glow of light on
the surface" (442: 77). Here, the symbol of light (or a lack of light) serves to
connect Sherman with another writer, Peter Fallow, through the readers' use of
memory.
Sherman's fire-like fear continues in the seventeenth installment, and even the
yellow tulips reappear: "Sherman stood at the window of his study and look d
down on Pm·k Avenue. The yellow tulips still stretched up t.owurd th -- sun. In Iris
mind he could see Freddy [his lawyer I at Lutece, in the front s ction...whil • h-,
Sherman, was in flames" (444: 89). Once again, Sherman is surround ·d by a
blinding light in the office of his new criminal lawyer, Tommy Killian:
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Sherman opened the door from the ancient hallway and found himself in a
tiny and overpoweringly bright glassed-in vestibule ...A glass door led
to an even brighter space, with white walls ...A bright orange industrial
cord carpet covered the floor.Sheer physiological reaction caused him to
keep his eyes down.There must have been 20,000 watts' worth of
recessed R-30 spotlight bulbs up in the ceiling" (444: 110).

Killian's office, however, has one redeeming feature--it's not bright. From these
images, the readers are led to predict that the heat is building on Sherman, and tl1at
he will be willing to do almost anything to avoid it.
In the next installment two weeks later, Judy McCoy also begins to feel the heat
of public exposure: "She felt as if an electric current were running throughout her
body, just beneath her skin" (445: 51).Judy too is surrounded by heat and light,
connecting her with Sherman in the readers' minds: "In one of the wing mirrors she
could see a window and the brilliant sky beyond.The very air outside seemed like a
firestorm" (445: 53).As Judy walks outside to purchase The City Light, she notices
the same bright images seen by Sherman in the previous installments: "On the
comer, at Seventy-fifth Street, the tulips, the trees, the buildings across the way--the
sight of all these familiar things made her feel desperate.They were simply there,
cooking in the firestorm" (445: 53).Judy is also "simply .thm, cooking in the
firestorm" created by Sherman's accident and his affair with Maria.In the next
installment (number nineteen), she realizes that her husband has "plunged her into
this hell" (446: 63).
The following three installments (twenty, twenty-one, and Lwent.y-two) contain
several more fire and light images, as the pressure on Shermun r uch 'S ii I ·11k nnd
he is subjected to arrest proceedings in the Bronx..

n the mornin, or his arr ·st.

Sherman lies sleepless in bed, dreading the coming of dawn: "Suppos · it was
brightening already! ...He could resist no longer and opened his eyes.Thank
God! Still dim, and so he was still safe" (447: 68). Fire later symbolizes the
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uncontrollable rage of a mob and Sherman's shame at being the target of their hatred:
"He could hear the cameras whining away.The horrible fire in their faces! ...
Now he merely wanted God or Death to deliver him.That was how dreadful the
feeling was, and that feeling was, in fact, a scalding shame" (447: 84).
When Sherman finally gets inside the Bronx County Building, he again is
confronted by the light he fears: "A bright electric haze filled the room" (448: 44).
One installment later, Sherman's fear and shame are momentarily overpowered by
his anger at a fellow prisoner--a tough young man who demands Sherman's jacket:
"Sherman stopped thinking.His brain was on fire! ...'Shut up!' he heard
himself saying.'You and I got nothing to talk about!' " (449: 52). Through
remembering the "mob scene" which they read about a month ago, the readers can
connect the fire images of the mob's anger with the fire image of Sherman's
anger--he has become like them in this installment. When he finally gets to the
courtroom, Sherman again faces the dreaded light: "He was aware of a bright
modern room .. .So many people ...such a bright light ...such confusion"
(449: 62).These two installments also contain Sherman's own fiery symbolism for
the jail--he thinks of it as the "meat spigot" (448: 64; 449: 62).Appropriately, the
next installment's chapter is titled "Sliced Roast Sherman--One for the Press .
One for the Law ...and One for the Wife" (450: 51).
At this point in the novel, the readers are led to reflect on another major theme of
The Bonfire of the Vaniti es--man's mortality and the temporary nature of power.
Light and fire are used to characterize the quest for money and social sl'atus, and th,
characters are basking the "light of luxury," rather than avoiding it:. Arthur Rt1skin,
a wealthy business tycoon, enjoys the attention he receives from th"' w;llt 'rs ut I .1
Boue d'Argent: "Ruskin was merely feeling t"he first ambrosial ra lia1 ions of th
greeting that awaited him beyond the threshold" (452: 44). The high-life restaurant
is another bright backdrop for the Iich: "At night the dining room was well lit and
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seemed much more garish than at lunchtime" (451: 45).However, overindulgence
in food and in a "fiery red wine" (451: 45) prove to be fatal to Ruskin, who suffers
an attack and dies in the restaurant. Soon he is being picked up by the police and
ambulance attendants: "They headed along the very same aisle ...where Ruskin
had trod triumphantly barely an hour before" (451: 55).Here the readers are
reminded of the song which Rev. Bacon's mother sang so loudly in the sixth
installment, published nine months before: " 'And it� ...to ...pass .
A voice ...from on high said .. .All flesh . .. is g.r_a_s_s_ • . .' " (432: 31 ).
This same theme and symbol are repeated in the next installment two weeks later.
Peter Fallow is attending Arthur Ruskin's memorial service at the most fashionable
funeral parlor in New York: "...from the moment he entered, Fallow was aware
of an overpowering sensation.The light in the little space was intensely bright, so
bright he didn't even want to seek out the source, for fear it would blind him"
(452/453: 74, 78).Fallow soon realizes that all the "mourners" are not interested so
much in Arthur Ruskin, but in whoever arrives next in the brightly lit vestibule:
Alas, the poor devil is done for, dead and gone.But the quick and the
living--ah!--there you have something.They still bum with the lovely
social wattage of the city! Not who leaveth, but who cometh in! Let us by
all means illuminate them and measure their radiance! (452/453: 78).

Even in the face of death, pride and vanity continue to prevail in Wolfe's novel.
This same installment (the summer double issue) contains two other cha1 tcrs
with references to fire, light, and darkness. ln chapter twenty-eight, All ,nn 1
(Fallow's informant) and Rev. Bacon confront Pallow over lun ·h with th· l':1 ·t th:11
they are not at all pleased with the way he's handled Lhc Mc oy story.

nc · u ,1i11,
1

Fallow finds himself in the d,u-k and in an uncomfortable situation: "The Golden
Crane was one of those large dm·k ornate deathly Chinese restaurants.... The
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atmosphere is so gloomy and humid, you tend to keep your voice down ...A
narrow beam of light from the blackness of the ceiling feebly lit the center of the
table" (452/453: 94).Like Fallow's apartment, the dark setting of the restaurant
represents Fallow's fears as well as his squalid, alcoholic lifestyle.
In chapter twenty-nine of this installment, Sherman's lawyer Killian tries to
convince Maria Ruskin of Sherman's sincerity: " 'Sherman would not do one thing
to hurt you. He's a gentleman. He may go down in flames in this case because he's
a gentleman, but one thing he's gonna remain is a gentleman' " (452/453: 98).
Killian then asks Sherman to do a most ungentlemanly thing to avoid those flames,
and Sherman himself recognizes the irony: " 'I ...you just got through telling her
what a gentleman I am, how I wouldn't hurt her for anything in the world, how I'm
no liar .. . and now you want me to put on a hidden microphone and get evidence
to implicate her in a felony?' " (452/453: 100).Here the readers are led to reflect on
human hyprocisy and to conclude, along with Wolfe, that "fear reorders the moral
geography very quickly" (452/453: 100). In the same chapter, Wolfe again uses
both light and fire to characterize the gaudy pretentiousness of the rich.Sherman
remembers a dinner party at Maria's apartment for "forty glittering souls": "The
apartment had been ablaze with a fiery light and shrieking with the primal scream of
sex and status" (452/453: 104). The apartment is decorated with modern paintings
framed in "tubular stainless steel ...It was kept shiny as silver.Within a decade,
obviously, the steel itself would be worth far more than the paintings" (452/ 453:
107) These symbols again lead the readers to reflect: on the short-lived values of
pride and wealth.
As the novel draws to a close, Wolfe tends to repeat fire and light im:tt) ·s from
the earlier installments.Judge Kovitsky appears again with "blazing ·y�s" (4 4: 1)
to confront demonstrators in the courtroom. When the lrne story of Sherman's
accident is finally revealed on tape, it is in the judge's chambers, "a small, dirty,
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bare, run-down room with a disproportionately high ceiling ... The only generous
note was a single arched window, perhaps nine feet high, that flooded the room with
sunlight" (454: 52). Ironically, the "light of truth" which Sherman had feared saves
him from prosecution in the end.
In the novel's Epilogue (final installment), Wolfe returns to the fiery image of
Armageddon, which was mentioned in reference to the Mayor's "Harlem debacle" in
the first installment, published over a year before. The story has come full circle,
but Armageddon (or the "bonfire") has been brought about not by an angry mob, but
by the actual target of a mob, Judge Kovitsky: "Kovitsky the Fearless, with his
eyes blazing and his black robes billowing like the very picture of God's vengeance!
Sinners in the hands of an angry judge!" (455: 36). As in the mayor's case, the
press is on hand to make the most of the situation: "Oh, yes, what a show, what a
show, what a show everybody enjoyed in the glow of the TV screen that evening"
(455: 36). The table of contents uses appropriate imagery to summarize the final
installment of Wolfe's novel: "In the conclusion of The Bonfire of the Vanities, the
Celebrated Writer wriggles off the hook, leaving the other fish to fry" (455: 5).
Thus fire and light are two symbols used by Wolfe in almost every installment of
The Bonfire of the Vanities. These symbols seem to serve two purposes. They help
to provide structure for the novel in the minds of the readers, both consciously and
subconsciously, reminding them of the major focus of the novel with each
installment. In this way, these dominant symbols aid the readers' memories and
abilities to make connections, as well as provide them with clues for the purpose of
foresight. Secondly, they aid the readers in their pr cess of reflc ·tion, poinling
them to the major themes of Wolfe's novel. The readers of a nnv 'I inn sing I·
volume may become so involved in the plot or story that th ·y plow strai •ht throu 11'1
to the end, not pausing to reflect on the novel's themes or symbols until they are
finished, and the story finally is resolved in their minds. But the serial novel readers
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simply are forced to take more time, to reflect on each part of the novel as they read
it, to see the significance of symbols and themes for each installment, and to relate
these deeper meanings to the people and events of their own lives.
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Chapter VI: Conclusion

The debate over the relative importance of "product" and "process" is one which
emerges in many diverse fields of study, including art, science, theology, and
literature. In the field of literature, and more narrowly, the criticism of novels, those
who favor "product" are naturally more concemed with the final single-volume form
of the novel, rather than its individual parts. The "process" involved in both the
writing and reading of the novel is not always considered, and most of the critical
attention is focused on the "aesthetic unity" or final "product" of the novel,
particularly as might be found in the novel's beginning and ending. In his book The
Implied Reader, Wolfgang Iser describes this mindset:
The recurrent indifference and apathy and the lack of concern for what
actually lies beyond the end give one the impression that the end, however
indefinite it may be, is a goal in itself. But when something becomes a goal
in itself, it is automatically released from those standards of judgment that
have previously applied. Here, analogous to 'art for art's sake', we have
'end for end's sake' (258-59).

As mentioned previously, Tom Wolfe's The Bonfire of the Vanities is certainly a
well-organized and unified novel with an impressive beginning and ending.
However, the readers of The Bonfire of the Van ities gained much more over a year's
time than simply an appreciation for artistic unity. The "process" ofreading became
more important and more thought-provoking than the final "product," even thou h
the last installment was anticipated with a great deal of excitement and S\181) ns \
This process of reading over a long period, with many gaps of time b·tw' ·n
installments, has definite advantages for the readers of a serial nov ·l.
First, the expanded time period encourages reader involvement and interaction
with the novel's characters, themes, and story, as well as with its writer. Iser
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theorizes that in considering a work of literature, one must take into account not only
the text itself, but the actions involved in responding to the text: ". . .the literary
work has two poles, which we might call the artistic and the esthetic: the artistic
refers to the text created by the author, and the esthetic to the realization
accomplished by the reader" (274).For Iser, the coming together of the two "poles"
of text and imagination involves "a sort of kaleidoscope of perspective,
preintentions, recollections" on the part of the reader (279). Iser goes on to quote
Laurence Sterne in Tristram Shandy. a novel which was published in nine volumes
over a period of seven years (1760-1767):
... no author, who understands the just boundaries of decorum and
good-breeding, would presume to think all: The truest respect which you
can pay to the reader's understanding, is to halve this matter amicably, and
leave him something to imagine, in his tum, as well as yourself.For my
own part, I am eternally paying him compliments of this kind, and do all
that lies in my power to keep his imagination as busy as my own (275).

In The Bonfire of the Vanities, Tom Wolfe also respects his readers by keeping their
imaginations busy for an entire year, making connections, anticipating future
chapters, remembering what happened in past chapters, and reflecting on the themes
and symbols of the novel as it progressed.
A second advantage for the setial reader is that this type of literature and reading
process is more like "real life." Another current serial novel by Eric Kraft, entitled

The Personal History, Adventures. Experiences & Observations of Peter Leroy. is
advertised with the following slogan to explain the insta· llmcnt format: "H ·cnus' Ii l't·
doesn't happen all at once ..." (qtd.in " Afloat"). Just as th r ·aclin, 1 ro' ·ss 1)1' o
serial novel is full of "time gaps," so is the average person's tile fill ·d with ·on�tant
gaps and inte1rnptions. In Anne Tyler's novel Celestial Navii;ation, the main
character, Jeremy Pauling, reflects on this fact. Jeremy, an eccentric and introverted
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artist, has been once again interrupted in his work by first his wife and then one of
their children: "But up came the sound of feet, pounding on the stairs. An
interruption to the interruption.Was this how life progressed? If he traced his way
back through the chain of interruptions, looking for the first act someone had tugged
him from, wouldn't he find himself ten years in the past?" (138-39).However, as
frustrating as they may be, interruptions do have their advantages, both in a person's
life and in an installment novel. Interruptions force people (and readers) to reflect,
to sometimes change directions, and to become more exciting and creative. The
novel Tristram Shandy deals with the entire process of living, in all its irrational,
unplanned beauty.To Tristram, life is a series of starts and stops, of constant
interruptions, and his writing is analogous to his living: "Digressions,
incontestably, are the sunshine;---they are the life, the soul of reading;---take them
out of this book, for instance,---you might as well take the book along with them"
(63). Similarly, if the "time interruptions" were removed from The Bonfire of the
Vanities, many advantages of the reading process also would be eliminated.
Another way in which an installment novel reflects "real life" is in its
unpredictable qualities, for the reader and sometimes for the writer as well. In
Tristram Shandy. Laurence Sterne also reminds his readers of the futility of planning
ahead, no matter what the endeavor might be: "Now consider, Sir, what nonsense it
is, either in fighting, or writing, or anything else (whether in rhyme to it, or not)
which a man has occasion to do---to act by plan" (468). Like interruptions, the
inability to predict the future or make unalterable plans actually can lead to more
creativity and involvement on the part of the reader. lscr rcmin Is r ·ucl ·rs !11111 this
"human quality" can work to their advantage:
And yet literary texts are full of unexpected twists and turns, and frusLrution
of expectations ....Thus whenever the flow is interrupted and we are led
off in unexpected directions, the opportunity is given to us to bring into play
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our own faculty for establishing connections--for filling in the gaps left by
the text itself (279-80).
Because of the serial publication of The Bonfire of the Vanities, both the writer and
readers sometimes were given the opportunity to be more creative--to readjust their
plans, to be led off in unexpected directions, and to "fill in the gaps."
Finally, the unique publication format of an installment novel forces the reader to
be aware of the past, the present, and the future, and to make constant connections
between the three. Iser describes this in relation to the response of the readers to a
writer's work: "We look forward, we look back, we decide, we change our
decisons, we form expectations, we are shocked by their nonfulfillment, we
question, we muse, we accept, we reject; this is the dynamic process of recreation"
(288). In her book One Writer's Beginnings, Eudora Welty also describes this
learning process from a writer's perspective:
Writing a story or a novel is one way of discovering sequence in
experience, of stumbling upon cause and effect in the happenings of a
writer's own life. This has been the case with me. Connections slowly
emerge. Like distant landmarks you are approaching, cause and effect
begin to align themselves, draw closer together. Experiences too indefinite
of outline in themselves to be recognized for themselves connect and are
identified as a larger shape. And suddenly a light is thrown back, as when
your train makes a curve, showi.ng that there has been a mountain of
meaning rising behind you on the way you've come, is rising there slill,
proven now through retrospect (98).

Like writers, readers also can benefit from this experience. R ·ad I'S of n s rinl nnv •I
such as The Bonfire of the Vanities especially have mort: tinw tor ·11 ·ct 011 111 •a11i 111J
and must learn to make connections between tlle past, present:, aod future. Sine, lli .
serial novel is progressing as the readers' Jives are progressing, the readers also
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Notes
1All subsequent quotations from Rollin& Stone are cited in the text by the issue
numbers and page numbers.
2Unl�ss otherwise indicated, cited comments by Tom Wolfe are from his visit to
Longwood College, April 17, 1985, where he received the John Dos Passos Prize
for Literature.
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